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THE STRUGGLE FOR SCHOOL DESEGREGATION lN 
CINCINNATI BEFORE 1954 
Davison M. Douglas • 
For many observers, de jure school segregation prior to the Supreme 
Court's 1954 decision in Brown v. Board qf Education 1 was essentially a 
southern phenomenon, while racial separation in northern schools was 
a function of residential patterns, not deliberate attempts to engage in 
racial segregation. 2 
But many northern school districts did engage in explicit school 
segregation prior to Brown. 3 . The Ohio legislature, for example, 
excluded black children from public schools prior to 1849 and explicidy 
authorized local school districts to operate racially segregated schools 
between 1849 and 1887. Even though the Ohio legislature repealed its 
• Arthur B. Hanson Professor ofL1w and DirectOI'; Institute of Bill of Right~ L1w, William and 
Mary School of Ln\'. P1·ofessor Douglas presented this essay as a special lecture at the University of 
Cincinnati College of L.'lw on Ap1il 9, 2002. He is presently completing a book on northem school 
segregation prior to the Supreme Court's landmark decision in Brnwn 11. Board '!f'Educaliun. He thanks Dm·id 
Blessing for his research assisumce in connection with the prcpamtion of this A11icle, and the Spencer 
Foundation and National Academy of Education for their financial suppo11. 
I. 347 u.s. 483 (1954). 
2. See, e.g., GUNNAR MYROAL, AN AMERICAN Dn.f:~I~IA: VOLUMt: II: THE NI~GRO PRODLE-'1 
A,"\'0 MODERN DEMOCRACY 879, 945 (1944) (:1sserting that in the North, "Negroes have pn1etically the 
entire educational system nungopen to them without much discrimination," that it "is unnecess.uy to L'lkc 
up the Negro school in the North since it hardly exist~ as a separate entity," and that "housing segregation" 
played an imporumt role in northem segregation); James M. McPherson, Abolilitmists 1znd the Ciz,il Rights Act 
~fl875, 52]. Of AMER. HIST. 493, 495 (1965) (claiming that "[plublic schools in many partsofNew York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana-where the larbrc majority of northern Negroes 
lived-remained segregated until the lasttwodceadcsofthe nineteenth century," e\'cn thoughmanyschool 
district~ in each of those sunes continued to opcmtc segregated schools until the middle of the twentieth 
century); Christine Rossell, The Comwgmce '!f Butck and Hl1zite AUiludM on Scluwl Dt.regregalion Issues During the 
Four Decttde &10/ulion '!/"the Pl11ns, 36 W111. & MARY L. REV. 613, 617 (1995) (arguing that the dearth of 
northern school desegreg.nion litigmion during the 1950s and 1960s was due to the fact that litig<Hion 
during those years was limited to SL'ltes that "had at some time operated a du01l school system," ignOI'ing 
the fact that many northern state legislatures expressly pe1mittcd school scgreg<Hion during the nineteenth 
century-and in Indiana's case, the twentieth cemmy- .md that many local school districts in the North 
continued to operate dual school systems until the 1950s even after sUite law prohibited them from doing 
so). 
3. Racial scpamtion in northern schoolsdu1·ing the pre Bmwncra was frequently due to residential 
patterns, but in many instances, this separation was f.'lr more deliberate, in violation of sutte laws 
prohibiting racial separ~l!ion. School adminisu~rtors in dozens of northern school districts assigned black 
children to separate "colored schools" irrespective of j,>cogr;~phic location in a manner identical to the 
southern pattern. Other· school administmtms assigned black and white children to scpamtc classrooms 
within the same school building, or placed black children into an annex adjacent to a main school building 
reser,·cd for white children. Some fenced oll"mcially scpamte playgmunds. In many communities, mcially 
gerrymandered school district lines or l~tcially conscious school tmnsfer policies insured the racial 
homogeneity of northern schools. See general!J Davison M. Douglas, The Limits '!llitw in Accomplishing Rm:ial 
Clumge: Schm>l Segregation in the Pre-Brown North, 44 UCLA L. REV. 677, 705-10 (1997). 
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legislation authorizing school segregation in 188 7, and courts, when 
called upon, held school segregation to be unlawful, school segregation 
nevertheless persisted in parts of Ohio until the 1950s as many local 
school districts continued to assign children to school on the basis of race 
despite the illegality of such action.4 
In Cincinnati, black children, who had been excluded from the city's 
public schools until the middle of the nineteenth century, and who were 
thereafter segregated into racially separate schools, won the legal right 
to attend racially mixed schools in 1887 along with black children 
throughout Ohio. But separate schools for black children were 
maintained in Cincinnati until the middle of the twentieth century, as 
were other forms of racial discrimination such as the exclusion of black 
children from school swimming pools and other extracurricular activities 
and the exclusion ofblack teachers from racially mixed schools.:' 
How could racial segregation persist in Cincinnati (and in other parts 
of Ohio) after the state legislature withdrew legislative authority for such 
segregation in 1887 and the Ohio Supreme Court declared school 
segregation unlawful the following year?6 The persistence of school 
segregation suggests the difficulty of enforcing legal norms in the face of 
cultural opposition. Separate schools for black children were main ... 
tained in Cincinnati and other parts of the state until the 1950s because 
whites-and many blacks-preferred such racial separation. In the face 
of this broad support for school segregation, appeals to the Cincinnati 
School Board to reverse these racially discriminatory patterns proved 
ineffectual. During the early 1950s, however, in the wake of growing 
black demands and broader cultural support for an end to explicit racial 
separation, the Cincinnati School Board finally took action to end its 
longstanding retention of separate black schools and the exclusion of 
black teachers from racially mixed schools. As would be true across the 
North, however, this conversion to race.-neutral pupil assignment was 
made considerably easier by the fact that entrenched residential 
segregation kept the majority of black and white children in Cincinnati 
in separate schools. 
4. Many Ohio school onicials ha,·c been unwilling to admit this fact. For example, in 1959, the 
Dayton, Ohio, school superintendent wrote that "to the best of my knowledge Dayton has never 
maintained legally segregated schools." jOSEPH WATRAS, POLITICS, RACE, AND SCHOOI~'i: RACIAL 
INTEGRATION, 1954-1994, at89 ( 1997). In making this cl:~im, the school superintendent ignored the f.1ct 
that his city maintained explicitly and notoriously segregated schools from the 1920s until the early 1950s 
in open disregard of a 1926 decision of the Ohio Supreme Court ordering an end to school scgregmion in 
that city. Bd. of Educ. v. State e.ntl. Reese, 151 N.E. 39 (Ohio 1926). 
5. See i'!fi"a text accompanying notes 263-90. 
6. Bd. of Edue. ,., Stile ex rel. Gibson, 16 N.E. 3 73 (Ohio 1888). 
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I. ANTEBELLUM BLACK EDUCATION IN OHIO 
During the first half of the nineteenth century, a common school 
movement to establish publicly supported, nonsectarian schools 
developed throughout the North. This movement, which built on the 
urban charity schools developed at the end of the eighteenth century, 
expanded significantly during the 1830s and 1840s.7 Those educators 
at the center of the common school movement emphasized the 
importance of inculcating civic and moral virtue in order to preserve 
America's republican form of government. The majority of newly 
promulgated state constitutions during the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries cited education as important to the preservation of 
civil society and republican self-government. Ohio's first constitution, 
for example, described education as "essentially necessary to good 
government. "8 Cincinnati's first superintendent of education urged 
public education to "Americanize" immigrant children so that they 
might embrace principles of republicanism.9 The link between 
education and the stability of the republic became an article of faith in 
the early nineteenth century. 10 
In connection with this goal of assimilation, many saw education as 
a means of reducing the social conflict, crime, and violence that 
accompanied the significant trend towards urbanization in antebellum 
America. 11 A legislative committee in Ohio commented in 1825: "A 
wise legislature will endeavor to prevent the commission of crimes-not 
only by the number and rigor ofher penal statutes-but by affording the 
whole rising generation, the means of moral and virtuous education."12 
Ohio's first commissioner of common schools, Hiram Barney, explained 
the benefits of education in 1856: "you not only secure the community 
against the depredations of the ignorant and the criminal, but you 
bestow upon it, instead, productive artisans, good citizens, upright jurors 
7. John B. Reid, Race, Class, Gender and the Teaching Ptufession: African-American School 
Teachers oflhe Urban Midwest, 1865-1950, at 14 (1996) (unpublished Ph.D. disser~llion , Michigan State 
University) (on file with Michigan State Uni\·ersity Libr~1rics); Maureen Armc Reynolds, Politics and 
Indiana's Public Schools During the Civil War Em, 1850-1875, at 3 (1997) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Indiana University) (on file with Indiana University Libraries). 
8. Amory Mayo, Education in the Airrtluoest During the Frrsl Ht~ifCentury qfthe Republic, 1790-18-10, 
REPORT OF THE CO:IIMISSIONER OF EDUCATION 1531 , 1538 ( 1896). 
9. janet Miller, Public E/ementmy&hools in Cincinntrli 1870-191-1, 38 CINCINNATI HIST. SOC'YBULI ... 
83, 84 (1980). 
I 0. DAVJI) T\'ACK ET AL., (AW AND THE SHAPING OFPUBUC EDUCATION, 1785-1954, at 14, 20, 
30 (1986). 
II. DAVID B. TYACK, THE ONE BEST SYSTEM: A HISTORY OF AMERICAN URBAN EDUCATION 
30 (1974). . 
12. R. DOUGI.AS HURT, THEOHIOFRO;'rJ'II':R: CRUCIUI.EOI'THE OW NORTH\\'I'~<;T, 1720-1830, 
at 383 (1996). 
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and magistrates, enlightened statesmen, scientific discoverers and 
inventors, and dispensers of a pervading influence in favor of honesty, 
virtue, and true goodness." 13 Cincinnati black educator John Gaines 
made a similar argument for black education: ')ust in proportion as she 
educates her children, just. in the same proportion will poverty and 
crime diminish." 14 
But many Ohioans did not include African Americans in their 
common school vision. Ohio excluded all black children from the 
public schools by statute until the middle of the nineteenth century. 
This exclusion is striking in light of the state's rhetorical commitment to 
education as a means of inculcating certain values among its citizenry 
that would reduce anti-social behavior and help preserve republican 
government. But many school officials in Ohio did not consider blacks 
worthy of assimilation or participation in the governing process to 
warrant inclusion in the common school system. 15 
What accounts for this exclusion of black children from the common 
schools of Ohio? Throughout much of the antebellum era, strong anti-
black sentiment loomed large in parts of the North. During the first half 
of the nineteenth century, many whites embraced the view that race is 
"a matter of biological reality, permanen~ and inescapable, and that 
character and behavior are inextricably tied to this reality," 16 rejecting 
eighteenth-century notions of racial differences grounded in environ-
mental and cultural differences. Phrenologists and ethnologists classified 
African Americans as intrinsically different from whites, and "lacking in 
certain moral and mental capacities." 17 As Carl Kaestle has noted, 
"[n]atural philosophers of the antebellum period forged theories about 
the separate creation of the races, speculated that blacks and whites 
were of different species, and fretted that an increase in the black 
13. ROilERT L. MCCAUL, THE BlACK STRUGGLE FOR PUJIUC SCHOOLING IN NINETEENTH· 
CENTURY ILLINOIS 7-8 (1987). One of Cincinnati's early superintendents of cduca tion articulated one of 
the purposes of the common schools as eliminating the problem of"uncared for youth who roam the streeL~ 
of our cities and towns, growing up ignomnt in all that is good, ;md wise in all that is evil." Miller, supra 
note 9, at 84. 
14. Paul Kessen, Segregation in Cincinnati Public Education: The Nineteenth Century Black 
Experience 96 (1973) (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Cincinnati) (on file with University of 
Cincinnati Libmries). 
15. Leonard Ernest Erickson, The Color Line in Ohio Public Schools, 1829-1890, at 123 (1959) 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio State Uni\·ersity) (on file with The Ohio State University 
Libt~trics) (one Ohio politician questioned the need to educate blacks since they could not vote or 
participate in the governing process of the state). 
16. Bruce Russell Dain, A Hideous Monster of the Mind: American Race Theory, 1787-1859, at 
14 (1996) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University) (on file with Princeton University 
Libra rics). 
17. EDDIE S. GIAUDI':, EXODUS! RELIGION, RACE AND NATION IN EARLY NINETEENTH 
CENTURY BlACK AMERICA 61 (2000). 
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population would cause the downfall of the republic." 18 By the middle 
of the nineteenth century, white conceptions of Mrican Americans as 
inherently inferior to whites were widespread in much of the North. 19 
Such views contributed to the notion among many whites that blacks 
could never be incorporated into the body politic. 
To be sure, the racial climate in the antebellum North was not static, 
varying significantly over tim~ and between states (and even within 
certain states). Ohio, where racial attitudes sharply differed between the 
state's southern counties and the Western Reserve in the state's 
northeast comer, enacted harsh Black Laws during the early nineteenth 
century, but repealed many of those laws during the late 1840s.20 In 
Cincinnati, many whites resisted black education during the 1830s, even 
to the point of attacking a black private school,21 but the city's abolition-
ist newspaper, The Philanthropist, championed black education and 
scolded those whites who refused to support it. 22 This divergence of 
white views towards Mrican Americans would continue for the next 
century. 
Racial antagonisms were present throughout much of the North, but 
were particularly harsh in the midwestern states of Ohio, Indiana, and 
Illinois.23 Antipathies towards blacks in the Midwest were due in part 
to the fact that many white midwesterners had immigrated from 
southern states-particularly neighboring Virginia and Kentucky-
bringing with them racist attitudes. 24 Anti-black feeling was particularly 
18. CARLF.KAEsn.E,PILLARSOFTHEREI'UBUC: Cme.IONSCHOOUiANDA\IERICANSOCIETY, 
1780-1860, at 88 (1983). 
19. GlAUDE, supra note 17, at65-67; WRMAN RATNER, POWDERK~:G: NORTHERN OPPOSITION 
TOTHEANTISI.AVERYMOVEMEl'l1831-1840,at 19 (1968); Willium Louis L.1ng, Black Boot~tmps: The 
Abolitionist Educators' Ideology and the Educution of the Northern Free Negro, 1828-1860, at 60 (1974) 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Delaware) (on lile with University of Delaware Libraries). 
20. Ohio was also the most important state in the Underground &1ilroad movement for escaped 
slaves und home to many staunch abolitionists, as well as mcially liberal Oberlin College. Ann L. Robisch, 
Educational Segregation and Desegregation in Ohio, Especially Cincinnati 21 (1961) (unpublished M.A. 
Thesis, University of Cincinnati) (on lilc with University of Cincinnati Libmries). 
21. Gregory R. Corr, Black Politics and Education in Cincinnati, 1870-1890, at 47 (1984) 
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Cincinnati) (on file with University of Cincinnati Libraries). 
22. In 1836, Th Philtmthropist chastised Cincinnati's clergy for their failure to support black 
education: 
And as many of your hearers view your silence on the subject of instructing the colored 
child, inconsistent with your frequent and earnest call for contributions to support schools 
for the instruction of poor white children, you would extricate us from a very unpleasant 
dilemma, by explaining how the two things muy be reconciled. 
Robisch, supra note 20, at 44 (quoting Th Phi/1mthropi.rt, Feb. 12, 1836). 
23. EUGENE H. BERWANGI,R, THE FRONTIER AGAINST SI.AVERY: WESTERN A'II-NEGRO 
PRFJUDICE AND THE SJ...A VERY EXTENSION CONTROVERSY 4 ( 1967). 
24. FRANK U. QUIIJJN, THE COLOR LINI·: IN OHIO: A HISTORY OF RACE PR~~UDICE IN A 
TYPICAL NORTHERN STATE 25,65 (1913). 
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intense in those counties just north of the Ohio River in southern Ohio, 
Indiana, and Illinois that were populated primarily by whites of 
southern origin who feared an influx of southern blacks. Indeed, as 
southern states imposed additional restrictions on free blacks during the 
1830s and 1840s, scores of southern blacks crossed the Ohio River into 
the lower Midwest. Many white midwesterners during the antebellum 
era would concede blacks the right to be free of slavery, but little more. 
De Tocqueville offered this observation of northern attitudes towards 
blacks in the 1830s: "Race prejudice seems stronger in those states that 
have abolished slavery than in those where it still exists, and nowhere is 
it more intolerant than in those states (of the Midwest] where slavery 
was never known. "2·i 
Many northern whites viewed Mrican Americans as unwanted 
competition for jobs. White workers often refused to work with blacks 
and sometimes would strike to force them from a work site.26 Some 
white skilled laborers refused to hire black apprentices, forcing black 
workers to scramble for unskilledjobs.27 Many blacks complained that 
even abolitionists would not hire them.28 The white popular press 
played to fears of blacks taking white jobs.29 These concerns extended 
to emancipated slaves as well. The Cincinnati Enquirer editorialized in 
1861: "The hundreds of thousands, if not millions of slaves it will 
emancipate will come North and West, and will either be competitors 
with our white mechanics and laborers, degrading them by the 
competition, or they will have to be supported as paupers and criminals 
at the public expense. "30 
In some northern cities, racial conflicts erupted into violence. The 
racial conflict in Cincinnati, the nation's sixth largest city in the mid-
25. AI£:'\IS DE TOCQUEVHJ.E, DE~IOCRAC\' IN A\JERICA 343 (1969). 
26. LEONARD P. CURRY, THE FREE BI.ACK IN URIIAN A~IERICA, 1800-1850, at 174-95 (1981); 
CARTER G. WOODSON, THE EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO PRIOR TO 1861: A HISTORY OF THE 
EDUCATIO:'I: OF COLORED PEOI'LIWFTHE UNrn:n STAT!'.<; fROM THE BI·:GINNING OFSIAVERYTOTHE 
CIVIL WAR 286, 187 (1915); Marcy S. Sacks, We Rise 1tr Fall Tttgethn: Sepamtism and the Demand jar Equali!J 
~Albaf!J's Black Citi<_ens, 1827-1860,20 AFRO· AMERICANS IN NEW YORK Lll-l':AND HISTORY 7, 9 (1996); 
Leslie H. Fishci,Jr., The North and the Negro, 1865-1900: A Study in ~tcc Discrimination 41 (1953) 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, HatYard Uni\'crsity) (on file with HalYard University Libmries). 
27. For example, the president of a mechanical association was "tried" by members of his 
organiz;Hion in Cincinnati in the 1830s lbr assisting a bbck person to lcam a tmdc. Carter Woodson, Th 
A~t;mes I!/ Cincinnati Prior li1 the Cizril H't1r, I J. OF NEC:.RO HI ST. I, 5 (1916). 
28. Sacks, .tuj1m note 26, at 14. 
29. Patrit:kJoseph Racl, The Lion's Painting: Aftican-Amcl'ican Thought in the Antebellum Nonh 
110-112 (1995) (unpublished Ph.D. dissct't:ttion, Uni\'el'sity of California at Bct·kcley) (on file with 
Uni\'crsity of California at Berkeley Libraries). 
30. V.JACQUE VOEGELI, FREt: Bur NOT EQUAL: THE MIDWI·XI' AND THE NECRO DURING THE 
CIVIL WAR 6 (1967). 
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nineteenth century,31 was particularly dramatic. Enforcement ofOhio's 
harsh Black Laws, which required in part that each black person post a 
$500 surety bond guaranteeing good behavior in order to remain in the 
state, had been quite lax during the early nineteenth century. But a 
sharp influx of black migrants to the city during the late 1820s, along 
with a growing tide of German and Irish immigrants, provoked conflict, 
as these groups competed for work in the Cincinnati economy.32 Many 
whites sought to fortify the color line by insisting on enforcement of the 
Black Laws. In response to these demands, the city's trustees announced 
in 1829 that they would enforce the bond requirement, giving the entire 
black population sixty days to comply or leave the city. In the mean-
time, an impatient mob of whites attacked the city's black population. 
In response to this eruption of white hostility, about half of the city's 
black population migrated to Canada. 33 
Racial conflict and calls for black expulsion in Cincinnati would 
continue. Rioters in 1836 destroyed the printing press of the city's 
abolitionist newspaper, The Philanthropist, and dumped it into the Ohio 
River.34 In 1841, renewed calls for the expulsion of Cincinnati's entire 
black population, motivated in part by job competition, 35 helped trigger 
31 . William Cheek & Aimee Lee Cheek, John Mercer Lnngswn and tlze Cincinnati Riot rif IB.J I, in RACE 
AND THE CITY: WORK, Cm!MUNITY, AND PROTEST IN CINCINNATI, 1820-1970, at 30 (Henty Louis 
Taylor,Jr. ed., 1993). 
32. The black population of Cincinnati increased from about six hundred to over two thousand 
between 1826 and 1829. Nancy Bet·tmux, Strocluml Economic Chtmge and OccupatioMI Decline Among Black 
Workers in Anubellum Cincinnati, in RACE AND THE CITY: WORK, COMMUNITY, AND PROTEST IN 
CINCINNATI, 1820-1970, at 129-30 (Henty wuis Tay1or,Jr. ed., 1993); Cheek & Cheek, supra note 31, 
at 32. 
In 1825, the Cincinnmi newspaper, Liherry Hall, claimed that "the rapid increase of our black 
population ... is of itself a great evil" and that it "is time to take measures for . . . (the Negro's removal). " 
W. A. Montgomety, Racial Histoty of the Cincinnati and Suburban Public Schools, As It Has Been 
Influenced By Instances of Racial Dise•·iminatoty Intent and Purpose 16 (1983) (unpublished paper on file 
with William & Ma1y Law Libmty). An 1827 committee of the Ohio legislature concluded: 
The negroes arc in many parL~ of the State a serious political and moral evil.. .. LTJhe 
colored population has a tendency to depress and discourage the white laboring classes of 
the State, who arc her source of wealth and peace. Destitute of the blessings of education 
and ofmm~1l and religious insu·uction, ... LNegroes] form an excrescence on the body politic, 
which, if it cannot be removed, should not be permitted to increase by emigration. 
QUIWN, supra note 24, at 55-56. A subsequent Ohio legislative commiuee agreed in 1832: 
White men will not degrade themselves in society by adopting the employment of, and 
coming into competition with the blacks, a people of a degraded and dependent condition 
and of dissolute conduct, a people upon whom society has affixed the bmnd ofinfamy from 
their birth; with whom it is cons ide t-ed disgmceful fot·the meanest white man to associate. 
QUIWN, supra note 24, at 57. 
33. Bettraux, supra note 32, at 129; Richard C. Wade, ThNegm in Cincinnati 1800-1830, 39]. OF 
NEGRO HIST. 43,51-56 (1954); Woodson, supra note 27, atG-7. 
34. Montgomery, supra note 32, at 20. 
35. /d. at 2 I. 
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"the most destructive and violent rioting in the city's history. ":JG The riot 
prompted additional black migration to Canada and more than one 
hundred blacks to post the hated surety bond.:H Stung by this increase 
in white hostility, black leaders called a national Negro convention in 
Philadelphia in 1830 to assist the beleaguered black community in 
Cincinnati. 38 In addition to offering support to those seeking to migrate 
to Canada, the convention leaders decried the "vulgar race prejudice 
which reigns in the breasts" of working class whites. :19 
Historian Eric Foner has suggested that the more fluid social structure 
of the Midwest, which allowed some blacks to rise economically and 
socially, may have contributed to the region's particularly strong racial 
animosities. Those blacks arriving in the Midwest were better able to 
challenge the status and prerogatives of whites than were blacks living 
back East, provoking white fears and resentments.40 As an English 
visitor to Cincinnati noted in 1834, many whites spoke of blacks "with 
a degree of bitterness that dictated a disposition to be more angry with 
their virtues than with their vices."41 The Cincinnati Daily Gazette wrote 
in 1841 of white workers reacting to black prosperity "with jealousy and 
heart burning."42 
The northern Democratic Party, which gained increasing power 
during the first half of the nineteenth century, played an important role 
in fostering white antagonisms towards blacks. Many Democratic 
politicians, virulently anti-black, portrayed African Americans "as an 
enemy and one to be severely dealt with. "43 Indeed, anti-black rhetoric 
emerged as a major weapon of the northern Democratic Party during 
the antebellum era.44 An Ohio politician in 1833 described free blacks 
36. Check & Check, supm note 31, at 48. 
37. For example, within a year of the 1841riot, nine of the city's most respected black fi1milics had 
mig1~11cd to Canada. DAVID GRI~IS'I'Im, AMERICAN MOIIIliNG, 1828-1861: TOWARD CIVIL WAR 62 
(1998); Check & Check, suJna note 31, at48-49. Once ;~g;1in, the ptinting press of Th Philtmthropisl wound 
up in the Ohio Ri,·cr. Montgomery, supra note 32, at 21 . 
In 1862, Cincinnati would again be torn by race-inspired riots, as white dock workers, fearing black 
competition, atlllckcd local blacks. DA \'IDA. GERBER, BLACt-; OHIO AND THE COLOR LINE 1860-1915, 
at 28-29 ( 1976). 
38. EIJZAIIJo:TH RAUN BETHEL, THI' ROOTS OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN IDENTITY: MEMORY AND 
HISTORY IN FREE ANTEBElLUM COMMUNITIES 124 (1997). 
39. WOODSON, sufml note 26, at 286. 
40. ERIC FONI':R, FREE SOIL, FREE LABOR, FRI'E MEN: THE IDEOLOGY OF THE REI'UilLICAN 
PARTY BEFORE THE CIVIl. WAR 262 (1970). 
41. Check & Check, .l'llpm note 31, at 44-45. 
42. Wc.iodson, sufml note 27, at 13. 
43. Robert Courol, Law, Pttliti,~r and Race in Urban Ameriw: 1illlumlr 11 J\W ~nthe.ris, 17 RUTGERS LJ. 
483, 507-08 (1986). 
44. YINCEi\T P. FRANKLIN, THE EDUCATION OF BLACt-; PHIIADEI.I'HIA: THE SOCIAl. AND 
EDUCATIONAL HISTORY OF A MINORITY COmiUNITY, 1900-1950, at I 0 ( 1979). 
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as "the only evil" imperiling the "the perfection of our society and 
political system."43 During the 1850s, Ohio Republican Governor 
Salmon Chase complained of the Ohio Democratic Party that all they 
wanted was "simply to talk about the universal nigger question, as they 
call it. All that they seem to say is 'nigger, nigger, nigger."*; 
This deep-seated anti-black feeling had many manifestations during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. For example, most northern 
states either considered or did ban the entry ofblack immigrants during 
the antebellum era.47 Ohio, as part of its Black Laws, required blacks to 
certify their free status, to register with county .officials, and to post a 
security bond guaranteeing their good behavior in order to settle in the 
state, and made it illegal to hire a black person who had not met these 
statutory requirements (although the state legislature repealed all of 
these provisions in 1849).48 Ohio legislators asserted various justifica-
tions for these restraints on blacks. One legislator commented in 1838: 
"It has been the settled policy of Ohio, evidenced by early and contin-
ued legislative enactments, that her population should be a population 
ofwhites."49 Another legislator commented in 1840: 
however much philanthropists feel it their duty to meliorate the con-
dition or elevate the character of the black race, human legislation can 
never remove distinctions in color made by the God of Nature .... 
Our prosperity as a State, depends much upon the industry, virtue 
and intelligence of our citizens, and to encourage an ignorant and 
degraded race, to come and settle among us, would ... be repugnant 
to our most vital and dearest interests."50 · 
The Ohio Black Laws were not widely enforced, and efforts at repeal 
were frequent, but they did reflect the intense anti-black feeling of many 
white midwesterners. On some occasions, the bond, registration, and 
exclusion requirements were legally enforced and on other occasions 
they were enforced by vigilante violence/' 1 As noted, white insistence on 
45. PAUL GOODMAN, OF ONE BLOOD: ABOLITIONIS!II AND THE 0RIGINSOFRA<.:IALEQUAUTY 
20 (1998). 
46. FONER, Juflm note 40, at 264. 
47. WJIJJAMM.BANKS,BLACKINTEI .. LECTUAL<;: RACEANDRESPONSIBILITYINAIIIERICANLIFE 
12 (1996); Fishel, mjmt note 26, at 29. 
48. THE BI.ACK LAWS IN THE 0J.D NORTHWEST: A DOCUMEi'ri'ARY HISTORY 15-17 (Stephen 
Middleton ed. 1993) [hereinafter MIDDLETON]; Paul Finkelman, Prelude h1 the Ftmrtunlh AmmdmmL· Black 
Legal RightJ in the Antebellum Nr,-lh, 17 RUTGERS LJ. 415, 434-35 (1986). 
But at the 1850 Ohio constitutional convention, a resolution fiiVoring a ban on black immigr~llion 
into Ohio, promoted in part by the convention's delegates from Cincinnati, failed by a narrow vote of 
thiny-nine to thirty-fh·e . Robisch, mpm note 20, at 22. 
49. Montgomer)', mpm note 32, at 40. 
50. /d. at 40-41 . 
51. Itl. at I Ia. 
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enforcement of the bond requirement in Cincinnati in 1829 forced the 
departure of half the city's black population. A newspaper editor in the 
Western Reserve of Ohio opposed exclusion legislation as immoral, but 
made clear his lack of enthusiasm for black settlement: "We have no 
special affection for negroes. We neither desire their companionship or 
their society . . . . We would be glad if there was not one in the State or 
one in the United States."j2 
Many whites in the Midwest, including Ohio, also feared the 
migration of emancipated slaves into their states. The Kentucky 
constitutional convention of 1850 promised to imprison any emanci-
pated slave who did not leave the state. j3 Other southern states enacted 
similar legislation .. i 4 Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, each of which bordered 
Kentucky, were prime targets for emancipated or runaway slaves.j'' In 
the wake of Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation, tens of thousands of 
white Ohioans, fearing an unwelcome flood of freed slaves into their 
communities, petitioned the state legislature to take additional action to 
bar black settlement in the state. j(i 
Ohio imposed other disabilities on blacks during the antebellum era 
as well. For example, no black person could vote in Ohio, as was the 
case throughout the North outside of New England and New York. 
Moreover, 0 hio barred African Americans from testifying against 
whites in court, giving rise to severe abuse of blacks who entered into 
contractual relations with whites. 57 The Ohio Supreme Court explained 
the operation of the statute: 
Let a man be Christian or infidei; let him be Turk, Jew or 
Mahometan; let him be of good character or bad; even let him be 
sunk to the lowest depths of degradation; he may be witness in our 
courts if he is not black. If a negro or mulatto, he must be excluded 
from giving evidence where a white man is a party.58 
52. VOEGEU, Jujml note 30, at 29. 
53. EliiMA Lou THORNIIROUGH, THE NEGRO IN INDIANA: A STUDY OF A MINORITY 38-39, 64, 
n. l4 (1957). 
54. /d. at 56. 
55. /d. at 40. 
56. VOEGEU, mjml note 30, at 15·17. 
57. GERBER, JUjlrtl note 3 7, at 4; FRANKJOHNSON, THE DIWELOI'.\IENT OF STATE LEGISlATION 
CONCERNING THE FREE NEGRO 96 (1919); MIDDI.£TON, .1vjm1 note 48, at 245·47, 315; jANE H. PEASE 
& WII.J.IAM H. Pl':ASI~, THEY WHO WOUUJ Bl~ FREE: BI.ACKS' SEARCH FOR FRI~EDOM, 1830-1861, at 156 
(1974). 
58. Jordan v. Smith, 14 Ohio 199, 20 I (1846). In upholding the exclusion provision, the Court did 
concede its harshness. A~ Justice Hitchcock explained for the Court: "In all my experience, both at the 
bar and as a member of this coun, I cannot recollect u single case in which this law has been lound 
subse•,·iem to the ends ofjusticc. On the conll~ll)', iL~ unif(wm effect has been to prevent justice, both 
public and private." /d. at 204. 
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The Ohio Constitution also provided that service in the state militia was 
limited to whites:-,9 
As noted, one manifestation of this anti-black feeling in antebellum 
Ohio was the exclusion of black children from the newly developed 
common schools. Ohio's first three common school statutes, enacted in 
1821, 1825, and 1827, did not specifically exclude African Americans, 
but no locality appears to have interpreted these laws as extending 
educational privileges to black children.6° Finally, in 1829, the Ohio 
State legislature clarified the situation by expressly providing that the 
law did not "permit black or mulatto persons to attend the schools 
hereby established," although the legislature did provide that taxes 
assessed on the property of blacks should be used, in the discretion of 
local school trustees, for black education.61 Two years later, the state 
legislature simply exempted black owned property from the school tax 
levy.62 In a series of school laws enacted throughout the 1830s, the 
legislature made clear that the common schools were for "the instruction 
of white youth. "63 
Notwithstanding this ban on black education, a few Ohio 
communities did allow black children, particularly mulattoes, to attend 
white schools during the 1830s and early 1840s.64 But on at least one 
occasion, white parents successfully sued to force the exclusion ofblacks . 
from the public schools; on a second occasion, the threat of a lawsuit 
forced the exclusion of black children from a public school.6;j Many 
Ohioans agreed with the state legislator who argued in the mid-1840s 
that in most of Ohio, "it would require the terrors of the bayonet to 
people the school with a mixed assemblage of whites and blacks. We 
cannot permit ourselves to doubt, that gentlemen would shrink with 
horror from the idea of sending their own children to associate with 
negroes and mulattoes."66 
But on some occasions, mulatto children managed to remain in white 
schools in antebellum Ohio despite efforts to remove them. On at least 
59. MIDDLETON, sujml note 48, at 14. 
60. WIU.IAMJ. AKERS, CLE\'EIJ\ND SCHOOL"i IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 3 79-82 ( 1901 ). 
61. MIDDLETON, suprn note 48, at 34; AKERS, supm note 60, at 382. 
62. MIDDLETON, suprn note 48, at 35. 
63. /d. at 34-36 (quoting 1831 stnute). 
64. Erickson, sujtrn note 15, at 109-10, 180. Morco,·er, Cincinnati bricny opcr<tted a black school 
during the 1840-1841 school year paid for by taxes on the property of Afi·ican Americans. ld. at 115. 
65. In 1842, the Ohio Supreme Court held that a teacher's decision to allow black children to 
allend a publicly supported school in Greene County violated Ohio state law. Chalmers v. Stewart, II 
O hio 386, 387 (I842). In 1849, elc\·cn black children were expelled li·om a public school in Massillon 
when white parent~ threatened litigation. Erickson, sujm1 note 15, at 180. 
66. Erickson, .wpm note 15, at 123-24. 
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two occasions, lawsuits seeking the exclusion of mulatto children from 
white public schools failed, as the Ohio Supreme Court held in 1843 
that children with "more than one-half white blood" were deemed 
white.G7 In 1855, however, a white teacher in Cincinnati objected to the 
presence in her classroom of a mulatto child who was 1/32 black. After 
considerable controversy, the Cincinnati School Board adopted a 
resolution providing that "such pupils that have in whole or in part 
African blood in their organization, are ... only ... entitled by law to 
attend the colored schools."@ Moreover, in 1859, the Ohio Supreme 
Court reversed its prior definition of"white," holding that those persons 
"who have any visible taint of African blood" were deemed to be black, 
even if the child in question was more than half white.w The Court 
justified its decision, which was plainly inconsistent with its 
contemporaneous decisions construing the right to vote, 70 on the 
grounds that 
[i]fthose a shade more white than black were to be forced upon the 
white youth against their consent, the whole policy of the law would 
be defeated. The prejudice and antagonism of the whites would be 
aroused; bickerings and contentions become the order of the day, and 
the moral and mental improvement of both classes retarded.71 
67. Lane\', Baker, 12 Ohio 237,241 (1843) (child with "more than ont:·halfwhite blood" is deemed 
white.: and can attend school); see rrl.m Williams v. Sch. Dist., I Wright 5 78, 580 (1834) (rejecting argument 
that the court should "resort to the ailttr o•· ctnnfJle.\'ion" to detct·mine mee and "not inquire of the blood," 
holding instead that "the term white, as used in the law, desCI"ibcs /Jit111d and not ctlmjJle.vitm" and hence 
children who arc one-eighth Negro, despite their complexion, ;u'C deemed white and can attend school); 
Jefl"l·ies \', Ankeny, II Ohio 372, 3 76 (1842) (all persons "nearer white than black, or of the g•~•de between 
the mulattoes and the whites, were entitled to enjoy e\·et)' political and social privilege of the white citizen" 
including \'oting); Anderson v. Millikin, 9 Ohio St. 568,570 (1859) (if a person "had an equal portion of 
the blood of each mce, the exclusion [on voting! still applied; but if he had a larger proportion oft he blood 
of the white mce, he w:ts to be regarded as white"). 
School authorities in Columbus establbhed a special school JiJr mulatto children during the 
antebellum e1~1. Erickson, sujml note IS,at 114. One challenge to mulatto school attendance in Cincinnati 
li1ilcd when the complaining whites could not identify the mulatto child in a class of white children. 
Woodson, sujm1 note 27, at 18. 
68. Montgomety, suJmlnotc 32, at 52-54 (emphasis added). 
69. Van Camp v. Logan, 9 Ohio St. 406,408 (1859) (holding that "'children of five-eighths white 
and three-eighths African blood, who arc dislinci!J colored and gencmlly li'Catcd and t'Cgarded as colored 
children by the community where they t'Csidc"' an: deemed Negro f()r purposes of right to attend a school 
for white children) (emphasis added). 
70. The Coutt retained iL~ tmditional definition of white when imerpn:ting the right to \'Ole. See, 
e.g., Monroe\'. Collins, 17 Ohio St. 665, 685 (1867) (men having "an admixture of African blood, with a 
jlrejlonderance '!/white bbwd," at'C deemed white for pur·posc~ of'\'Oting) (emphasis added); Anderson, 9 Ohio St. 
at 570 (a person with "a larger proportion of the blood of the white mce" than of the black mce is deemed 
white liJr purposes of\'oting). 
71. Van CamfJ, 9 Ohio. St. at 412. The Court fUJther explained rcg;m:ling the legislature's earlier 
decision to provide for school scgt'Cg;uion in Ohio: 
For nearly lii"O gencmtions, blacks and mulattoes had been a proscribed and degmded mcc 
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In the meantime, blac~ leaders across the antebellum North 
embraced education as an important aspect of racial uplift. The notion 
of self-improvement or uplift, involving both mental elevation and moral 
virtue, was a constant theme in black newspapers, conventions, 
speeches, and pamphlets during the antebellum era. 72 · The Negro 
convention movement, which constituted one of the first organized 
efforts to attack the climate of racial oppression in America, flourished 
on a national and state level from 1830 until 1860 and emphasized the 
importance of education as a means of achieving self-improvement. 7 :~ 
An Ohio state convention in 1849, for example, resolved to "give your 
earnest attention to the universal education of our people."74 Some of 
the conventions invoked the democratic principles of the Declaration of 
Independence and the Revolutionary era to legitimate black claims to 
fair treatment. For example, an 1834 convention announced: 
[O]ur principles are drawn from the book of divine revelation, and 
are incorporated in the Declaration of Independence, "that all men 
are born equal, and endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable 
rights; that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." 
Therefore, our only trust is in the agency of divine truth, and the spirit 
of American liberty.75 
Recognizing that many whites viewed blacks as inherently degraded, 
black leaders urged support for education as a means of reversing these 
attitudes. One of the first Negro national conventions, held in 1832, 
resolved: "If we ever expect to see the influence of prejudice decrease 
and ourselves respected, it must be by the blessings of an enlightened 
education."711 An 1848 state convention similarly resolved 
in Ohio. They were debarred from the elective fmnchise and prohibited from immig1~11ion 
and seukmcnl within our borders, except under severe restrictions. They were also 
excluded from our common schools and all means of public instruction-incapacitated from 
sc1Ying upon juries, and denied the privilege of tcstilying in cases where a white person was 
a party. It would be stmnge, indeed, if such a state of things had not increased, in the 
present genemtion, the natuml repu~,rnanc.:e of the white race to communion and fellowship 
with them. Whether consistent with true philanthropy or not, it is nevertheless true, that 
in many portions, if not throughout the state, there was and still is an almost im·inciblc 
repugnance to such communion and fellowship. 
/d.at410. 
72. Rae!, .llJf11a note 29, atlmroduction, 18-19, 102-03, 124-28. 
73. GOOD:\IAI\, suf!m note 45, at 33; TYACK, sufJm note II, at II 0; Reid, suJml note 7, at 54-55. 
74. Corr, lUfJm note 21, at 41. 
7 5. k/inu/Ls t!fil~e Ftmrth Annual Com>entiunjilf tk lmJmlllffl!Oil t!fil~e Free Pttljlk ttfColour (New York, 1834 ), 
rej11inted in MINlfrf~') OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL NEGRO CONVENTIONS 1830-1864, at 29 
(Howard Holman Bell cd., 1969) [hereinafter BELLj. 
76. Minutes and Proceedings ttllk Second Annual Ctm!Jention,ji1r tk /mfnvl1ffl!Oil t!{lk Free Petljlk t!J'CtJor in 
theJe United Sltt!M (Philadelphia, 1832), reJ!rinterl in BELL, lufmt note 7 5, at 34. 
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[t]hat the white people ... ought not to reproach us with being 
ignorant, degraded and poor, while they tax our property to support 
their own poor, and their own blind, deaf and insane, and to educate 
their own children, while denying to ours the benefits and blessings 
conferred by this taxation.77 
Abolitionists-both black and white-urged black education, recog-
nizing the link between learning and emancipation. 711 Anti-slavery 
societies formed education committees to promote the development of 
black schools to prepare for "that state in society upon which depends 
our political happiness. "79 Black abolitionist Alexander Crumm ell 
explained to a group of London abolitionists in 1851: "As the free 
coloured population go up in the scale of intelligence, increase in mental 
capacity, and demonstrate their intellectual power, the whole fabric of 
slavery proportionably crumbles and totters. "110 Even black school 
children understood the connection between education and abolition. 
One black student in Cincinnati in the 1840s wrote an essay on the 
English king, Alfred the Great: "at one time, [Alfred] did not know his 
a, b, c, but before his death he commanded ... nations .. . . I think that 
if colored people study like King Alfred they will soon do away with the 
evil of slavery."111 
When local school authorities barred black children from the public 
schools, white and black abolitiortists helped establish private schools for 
black children. In Cincinnati, white students at Lane Seminary helped 
teach black children during the 1830s until the objections of their 
professors required them to relocate to Oberlin College in the more 
racially friendly Western Reserve.112 By the 1840s, Cincinnati was home 
to six privately supported schools for black children, one of which, 
Gilmore High School, attracted students from as far away as New 
Orleans.113 Some of these private school efforts, however, met with white 
resistance. On one occasion during the 1830s, a school in a black 
church was attacked by a white mob.114 
In the meantime, black Ohioans enjoyed support from the state's 
Whig and Free Soil parties, which wielded a critical balance of power 
77. Herbert Lynn Hdlcr, Negro Education in Indiana From 1816 to 1869, at 63 (1951) 
(unpublished Ed.D. disscnation, Indiana UniYcrsity) (on lilt: with Indiana Unhwsity Libmrics). 
78. TYACK, .rupm note II, at Ill. 
79. WOODSO:", .llljmtnotc 26, at 71-72. 
80. AlcxandcrCrummdl, Speech inTHt-:BIACKAIIOI.ITIO:-iiSTPAI'ERS I (C. Pt:tcr Riplcycd.) 276, 
277 (1985). 
81. Check & Check, .rufmtnotc 31, at 51. 
82. Woodson, .rupm note 27, at 7-8. 
83. /d. at 18-19; Corr, .wfmt note 21, at 48. 
81. Corr, .wjmt note 21, at 47; Montgomery, .wpm note 32, at 35-36. 
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in the Ohio legislature during the late 1840s.8j The Western Reserve 
section of northeast Ohio was particularly supportive ofblack education. 
In 1848, after years of petitions from Ohio blacks urging repeal of the 
Black Laws, including the exclusion of blacks from the public schools, 
the Ohio legislature finally enacted legislation to permit blacks to 
establish their own separate schools in any school district with at least 
twenty black children supported by taxes on black-owned property, if 
such a tax could generate sufficient revenue.116 In 1849, the state's Black 
Laws were repealed and the education statute was amended to require the 
establishment of black schools throughout the state unless the school 
district was willing to admit black children to white schools.87 In 1853, 
however, the legislature limited its 1849 legislation, requiring the 
establishment of black schools only in school districts in which there 
were more than thirty black children. 38 Districts with too few black 
children to justify establishment of a separate school were obliged to 
reserve certain monies so as to make other provision for black 
education,89 although there is little evidence that this provision enjoyed 
compliance. 90 
These legislative changes were resisted in parts of the state, 
particularly in the state's southern counties, which were Democratic, 
anti-black strongholds.91 Many local officials refused to provide funds 
for separate black schools and it took considerable effort in the black 
community to ensure that tax monies promised by the new legislation 
were made available for separate black education. 92 In Cincinnati, 
home to the state's largest black population and about a thousand 
school-age black children, two schools were opened in black churches 
in 1849.93 But local school officials refused to release any tax monies to 
the schools' black trustees who had recently been elected by black 
voters, arguing that their election violated the Ohio Constitution, which 
85. GERHER, mjJm note 37, at5. 
86. MIDDLETON, mfmt note 48, at 36-38. 
87. Itl. at 38-40. An Ohio stale Negro convention in 1849, however, labeled attempts to establish 
segregated schools as "reprehensible." Corr, sufmt note 21, at 43. 
88. MIDDLETON, Jttjnn note 48, at 41. In 1864, this figure was lowered to twemy-one black 
children. Erickson, Jujmt note 15, at201. 
89. Id. 
90. ColT, mfmt note 21, at 124. 
91. Erickson, .rujmt note 15, at 193-98 (discussingcflorts to reinstate the Black Laws, including the 
exclusion of black children from public schools). 
92. Id. at206-07. 
93. /d. ill 205-06, 210. 
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restricted the franchise to white voters.94 Black parents, interested in 
procuring the promised monies, initiated litigation, arguing that the 
withholding of funds for. black education violated the newly enacted 
state education law. In 1850, the Ohio Supreme Court agreed and 
ordered the Cincinnati school authorities to release funds for black 
education. 9j The court reasoned that the 1849 education statute had 
expressly permitted the election of black school trustees by black voters 
and that such school trustee elections were not covered by the 
constitutional restriction on the franchise.% The court's decision led to 
the establishment of three black schools in Cincinnati in 1851.97 
Subsequently, the legislature removed (in 18~3) and then restored (in 
1856) the right of Cincinnati blacks to elect their own school trustees, 911 
a practice that would continue until the state legislature mandated 
unitary school boards in 18 7 3 and thereby eliminated the separate black 
school board in Cincinnati.99 The establishment of the separate school 
board afforded black Cincinnatians the right to hire their own teachers, 
control their curriculum, and exercise management of their schools; it 
also afforded them an early exercise of the franchise at a time when 
blacks were deprived of the right to vote in Ohio. 100 
In the meantime, the number of black students in the publicly 
supported schools of Cincinnati steadily increased from 41 7 in 1853 to 
1,074 in 1874. 101 But the percentage ofblack children attending public 
school in Cincinnati, particularly in the early years, tended to be lower 
than the comparable percentage for white children. An 1863 Cincinnati 
school report found that only twenty-three percent of the city's black 
children were attending public school, compared to one third of the 
white children. 102 
Black students in Cincinnati fared better than those in many other 
parts of the state. An 1865 report by the Ohio Commissioner of 
Education revealed that of the state's 626 school districts that contained 
94. Itl. :n206-07. The 1802 Constitution of Ohio provided that "liln all elections, all white male 
inhabitants above the age of twenty-one years .... shall e11joy the right of" an elector." MIDDLETON, sujlm 
note 48, at 12. 
95. State ex rei Dirs. of"E. & W. Sch. Dist. , .. Cincinnati, 19 Ohio 178 (1850). 
96. Irl. at 197-98. 
97. Montgomery, sujmt note 32, at 46. 
98. MIDDU:TON, .111/Jm note 48, at 40-44. 
99. ·!d. at44-45; Erickson, .rujm1note 15, at 207-09; Corr, supra note 21, at49-50, 59. 
100. Corr, .sujmtnotc 21, at80. 
10 I. Erickson, sujmt note 15, at 209. 
102. CmT, .IUjmt note 21, at 51-52. But those aucndance figures would improve. From 1875 umil 
1877, a higher percentage of" Cincinnati's black children auendcd public school than did the city's white 
children. Jr/. at 94. 
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black children, only 121 operated black schools. 103 Many school 
districts had a sufficiently small number of black children that they did 
not establish a black school, or else required black children to attend 
school in a neighboring town, a requirement that many children could 
not meet due to the distance. 104 When some mulatto children were 
excluded from the schools of Hocking County, Ohio, during the mid-
l850s, their father filed suit, alleging that his children were not being 
provided s~hooling. The Ohio Supreme Court held that, "whether 
consistent with true philanthropy or not," the mulatto children could 
not attend a white school despite the fact that no other schools were 
available to them. to:·) The court reasoned that the segregation law "is 
one of classification and not of exclusion" 10(1 and that mulatto children "are 
not, as of right, ·entitled to admission into the schools, organized and set 
apart .. _for the instruction of white youths." 107 In response, the Ohio 
Commissioner of Education recommended that the legislature amend 
the school law to require local school districts to admit black children to 
white schools if no separate schools were provided, but the legislature 
declined to take such action. 108 
As the antebellum era came to a close, some Ohio blacks took action 
to combat the state's commitment to school segregation. An 185 7 Ohio 
state convention for colored men called for "the repeal of all laws which 
make a distinction on account of color," which included the laws 
requiring school segregation. 109 But it would take three decades to 
achieve that goal. 
I 03. David Gerber, Education, &petlieru~, lllld Ideology: Race and Politics in /he Desegregation '-!f Ohi11 Public 
Schools in /he Late /9/Jz Century, 13J. ETHNIC STUD. I, 3 (1973). 
104. Erickson, sujm1 note 15, at 239-40. 
105. Van Camp v. Logan, 9 Ohio St. 406,410 (1859). 
106. /d. 
I 07. /d. at 415; see supra notes 69-71 and accompanying text. 
108. Robisch, sufrm note 20, at 48. Those scpamtc black schools established in Ohio during the 
antebellum era were frequently in dismal condition and f.'lr inferior to their white counterparts. Black 
schools were often housed in cellars or sheds. The Ohio Commissioner of Common Schools commented 
in an 1859reportthat "[m]any of the [black] schools are kept in mere sheds and basemenL~ without decent 
furniture." Marne Charlotte Mason, The PolicyofSegregation of the Negro in the Public Schools of Ohio, 
Indiana, and Illinois 16 (1917) (unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of Chicago) (on file with University 
of Chicago Libraries). In addition to their poor physical condition, black schools during the antebellum 
era typically received the poorest teachers, most of whom were white. The Ohio Commissioner of 
Common Schools commented in an 1859 report that in black schools, the "teachers, whether white or 
colored, are, with few exceptions, poorly qualified and are employed because they can be had <11 small 
salaries." /d. at 16. 
I 09. Corr, .rujJm note 21 , at 113. In 1865, the Ohio legislature did consider a bill that would have 
ended school segregation in the state. The Clel'eumd Pu1in Dealer ridiculed its prospeCL~: "We don' t think 
there arc enough members willing to make fools of themselves to pass this bill." The legislation fotiled. 
Montgomery, sujm1 note 32, at 57 . 
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'II. SCHOOLDESEGREGATIONEFFORTSINOHIO, 1865-1887 
Mter the conclusion of the Civil War, white hostility towards blacks 
continued in much of the North. During and immediately after the war, 
approximately 80,000 southern blacks migrated northward, particularly 
to the Midwest, which further exacerbated anti-black feeling. Ohio 
experienced the largest increase in black population of any northern 
state during the 1860s-about 26,000. 110 Blacks still constituted a 
fraction ofthe northern population in 1870, comprising no more than 
one percent of the population in the North as a whole and only about 
2.5 percent in Ohio, but the population increase contributed to an 
upsurge in anti-black feeling in parts of the North, particularly the lower 
Midwest. 111 
Black efforts to procure the franchise following the conclusion of the 
Civil War were met with resistance. Between 1865 and 186 7, about half 
a dozen northern states, including Ohio, voted down referenda that 
would have permitted blacks to vote. 112 The Ohio Democratic State 
Convention of 1865 denounced such enfranchisement efforts: "Ohio 
would become the negro paradise and the white man's wilderness" if 
blacks received the right to vote. 11 :'1 No northern state extended the 
franchise to blacks during the post-bellum era until 1868, when both 
Iowa and Minnesota-states with a minuscule black population-
approved black suffrage. 114 Indeed, supporters of black suffrage 
recognized that an amendment to the United States Constitution was 
the most efficacious way to secure the right to vote in both the North 
and the South. 11 ~' Even when Congress ratified the Fifteenth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution that guaranteed black 
suffrage, a number of northern states balked at ratification. Ohio, for 
example, having reversed its ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment 
in 1868, refused to ratify the Fifteenth Amendment in 1869.116 The 
I 10. U. S. DEI''T OF COlllMERCE, BUREAU OF THI': CENSUS, HISTORICAL STATISTICS OF THE 
UNITED STATI~'i: COWNIAL TI~H::<; TO 1970, PART 124-37 (1976); Michael P.Johnson, Out q(Egypt: The 
Afigmtion 1!/Fmmer Slm•es h1/k Afidwe.1·t Duting llu I fJ60J in ComJIIImlizte Per.rjlectil•e, in CROSSING BOUNDARIU:i: 
CmiPARATI\'EHISTORYOFBI.ACKPEOI'LEI:-IDIASI'ORA 223,228-29 (Darlene Clark Hinc &jacqueline 
McLeod cds., 1999). 
Ill. Johnson, Jujml note 110, at 228-29. 
112. Robisch, .rufml note 20, at 22 (Ohio n;jcctcd black suni·age by a large m;\jOiity in 1867). 
113. QUIIJ.IN, Jli/ITII note 24, at 98. 
114. Fishel, Jl/frrll note 26, at 117-18. 
115. /d.atll8-!9. 
116. LA\\'RENCE GROSSMAN, THE DE.\IOCRATIC PARTY AND THE NEGRO: NORTHERN AND 
NATIONAl .. POLITICS 1868-92, at 19 (1976); Fishel, .ruJml note 26, at 121. 
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Ohio State legislature finally ratified the Fifteenth Amendment by one 
vote after the requisite number of other states had already ratified the 
Amendment. 117 As the Civil War came to a close, the Cincinnati Enquirer, 
giving voice to the anti.,.black feeling characteristic of many white 
northerners, starkly announced: "Slavery is dead, the negro is not, there 
is the misfortune. For the sake of all parties, would that he were." 11!1 
Mter the war, blacks throughout the North, including Ohio, 
demanded an end to school segregation, emphasizing the harm of racial 
separation. Indeed, in many northern states, the decade following the 
conclusion of the Civil War marked the most intense period of anti-
segregation activity among Mrican Americans of the entire nineteenth 
century. Many whites joined the campaign against school segregation, 
particularly those who had been active in the antebellum movement for 
abolition. 119 
Those blacks favoring school integration argued, as they had during 
the antebellum era, that segregation condemned them to second-class 
citizenship. 12° Frederick Douglass, who launched a nationwide 
campaign for racially mixed schools upon war's end, condemned "the 
baleful influence upon the children of the colored race ofbeing taught 
by separation from the whites that the whites are superior to them." 121 
James Poindexter, a black minister in Columbus, explained that with 
segregation, · 
[t]he White child imbibes the false idea that the color of his skin 
makes him the colored child's superior, while the colored child grows 
sour under the weight of the invidious distinctions made between him 
and the White child, and in many cases ... loses that ambition which 
would be the greatest spur to his success in life.122 
Those Mrican Americans favoring racially mixed schools conducted 
their campaign in a variety of ways. In some communities, blacks 
banded together and petitioned local school authorities to repeal their 
policy of segregation. Most of these petition efforts failed, but in some 
communities they succeeded, typically ones with few blacks and a pre-
existing inclination among white school authorities to eliminate the cost 
117. QUILlJN, suf;ra note 24, at98-102. In 2003, Ohio lin~1lly t~Hilicd the Fourteenth Amendment. 
Ohio OKr I -1/h Amendment: Equal ProJection lsme Ratified Ajkr Lmg, Bitler Fight, CLEVELAND PlAIN DEALER, 
Mar. 13, 2003, at AI. 
118. Fishel, mpra note 26, at 70. 
119. James M. McPherson,Abtl!ititmistl' tmd the Cil>il RighlsAct t!f'/875, 52 J. OF AMER. HIST. 493, 499-
510 (1965). 
120. FREDERICK A. MCGINNIS, THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES IN OHIO 57 (1962); Gerber, mprn 
note 103, at 13. 
121. McPherson, mpm note 119, at 50 I. 
122. Gerber, mfJm note 103, at 14. 
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of dual schools. For example, Toledo desegregated its schools in 
1871. 123 Columbus and Dayton did likewise during the early 1880s; 
concerns about the high cost of separate schools played a role in both 
cities. 124 
In addition, many Ohio blacks filed lawsuits, challenging school 
segregation in both state and federal courts in Cincinnati, Franklin 
County, Clermont County, Springfield, and Pickaway County during 
the 1870s and 1880s. None of these lawsuits succeeded. 12j In 
Cincinnati, a black parent filed suit challenging the exclusion ofhis child 
from a nearby white school so his child would not have to walk four 
miles to a black school. The court rejected the lawsuit, noting that "the 
only inconvenience complained of is taking a long walk, which walk is 
not longer than children must take who go to other schools, such as high 
schools, and less than some must take who go to university."126 
What is striking about this litigation challenging segregation is the 
limited usefulness of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution to black plaintiffs. During the nineteenth century, only two 
state trial courts-one in Pennsylvania and one in Kansas 127-found 
segregation unlawful based on the Fourteenth Amendment. All other 
state and federal courts that considered the issue, including at least two 
in Ohio, found that neither the Privileges or Immunities Clause nor the 
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment barred school 
segregation. 128 These courts held that the privileges or immunities of a 
123. konard Erickson, Toledo Desegrega!Ls, 1871, 41 NW. OHIO Q 5 (1968-1969). 
124. Gerber, .rupm note 103, at8. 
125. State e.v rei. Garnes v. McC.mn, 21 Ohio St. 198 (1871) (Ohio Supreme Coul'l rejects challenge 
to school segregation in Franklin County on both stJ\tc and federal constitutional grounds); SAl\' 
FRANCISCO PAC. API'EAI.,junc 28, 1873, at 2 (state trial coul'lrcject~ challenge to school segregation in 
Cle1mont County); Ohio ex rei. kwis v. Bd. of Educ. of Cincinnati, 1876 Ohio Misc. LEXIS Ill (Ohio 
Misc. Apr. 1876) (trial court rejects challenge to school segregation in Cincinnati); United States v. Buntin, 
10 F. 730, 735-36 (S.D. Ohio 1882) (federal court reject~ a second challenge to school segregation in 
Clermont County); '17u GaZtlWt!J CtlSt, CLEVELAND GAZElTE, Feb. 16, 1884, at I (trial court rejects 
ch<~llenge to school segregation in Springfield); An Outrageous Decisitm, CLIWm.AND GAZE'ITE,june 7, 1884, 
at 2 (trial coul'lrejcet.~ challenge to school segreg;Hion in Pickaway County). 
126. Erickson, .ruJmt note 15, at 243; Ohi11 e.\· rei. Lewis, 1876 Ohio Misc. LEXIS Ill, at **3-4. In a 
. subsequent challenge to school segregation in Ohio, a ICdeml district comtjudge instructed a jury that a 
black child was entitled to admission to a white district school "if, as has been contended, you shall find that 
said colored school was so remote from the prosecuting witness' residence that he could not attend it 
without going an unreasonable and oppressh·e distance." Though the black student was required to walk 
live miles to the black school, •~tther than attend a white school three miles away, theju•y did not find such 
distance to be oppressive and r~jected the challenge. Buntin, 10 F. at 735. 
127. The twoeourts were a trial court in Cmwford County, Pennsylvania, and Ottawa, Kansas, both 
in 1881. Allen v. Davis, I 0 WNC 156 (1881 ); ANDREW KULI~ THE COLOR-BLIND CONSTITUTION I 03-
07 (1992). 
128. Numerous courts considered but rejected claims that the Fourteenth Amendment barred school 
segreg;uion. See, e.g., St.tte ex rei. Garnes,., McCann, 21 Ohio St. 198, 209-11 (1871); Buntin, 10 F. at 737. 
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citizen of the United States did not encompass the right to an education, 
traditionally a matter of state concern, and that a separate but equal 
education did not violate the Equal Protection Clause. 129 
Faced with limited success petitioning local authorities and filing 
lawsuits, those northern blacks who favored racially mixed schools 
sought anti-segregation legislation during the post -Civil War era. These 
efforts enjoyed considerably more success than did petitions and 
lawsuits. Between 1864 and 1890, virtually every northern state and a 
few western states that had previously required or permitted school 
segregation, and some states that had been silent on the issue, enacted 
legislation prohibiting school segregation. 130 Ohio, in 1887, repealed its 
earlier statute that had permitted school segregation. 
The enactment of anti-segregation legislation throughout the North 
did not reflect a broad and enthusiastic embrace of racially mixed 
schools. Rather, it reflected a combination of Radical Republican 
support for the abolition of racial distinctions in public education 
(particularly during the Reconstruction era), the calculated desire of 
certain legislators to secure the electoral support ofblack voters, and the 
unwelcome expense of retaining dual schools. Moreover, no northern 
state had a substantial black population, making white legislators more 
inclined to support legislation that would lead to very modest pupil 
m1xmg. 
In Ohio, the desire of white politicians to capture political support 
from newly enfranchised black voters played a particularly significant 
role in desegregation efforts. Black men in Ohio, along with those 
throughout the nation, were enfranchised following ratification of the 
Fifteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution in 1870. 
Although most northern blacks were inclined to support the anti-slavery 
Republican Party, many prominent northern blacks, such as educator 
129. See, e.g., Buntin, 10 F. at 737 (rejected challcnbrc to school segregation as violation of Equal 
Protection Clause); Games, 21 Ohio St. at 209-10 (rejected challenge to school segregation based on 
Privileges or Immunities Clause arid Equal Protection Clause); Ward, .. Flood, 48 Cal. 36, 49-51 (1874) 
(rejected challenge to school scgl'ct,ration based on Privileges or Immunities Clause and Equal Protection 
Clause); Co•y v. Carter, 48 Ind. 327 (1874) (rejected challenge to school segregmion based on Prh·ilcgcs 
and Immunities Clause and Equal Protection Clause); People e.\' rei King v. Gallagher, 93 N.Y. 438 (1883) 
(rejected challenge to school segregation based on P1ivilegcs or Immunities Clause and Equal Protection 
Clause). 
130. Rhode Island (1866); Michigan (1867, 1871); Connecticut (1868); Minnesota (1869); New 
York (1873, 1900); Kansas (1873, 1874); Illinois (1874); California (1880); New Jersey (1881); 
Pennsylvania (1881); Ohio (1887); Washington Territo1y (1889). Two other western states, Colorado 
(1876) and Idaho (1889), banned school segregation in their state constitutions. Wyoming went the other 
direction, enacting legislation in 1887 permiUing school segregation on local option if there were at least 
fifteen black children in a school district. Indiana enacted legislation in 1869 permittingsehool segregation 
and did not repeal that legislation until 1949. jOHNSON, supra note 57, passim; GILBERT THOMAS 
STEPHENSON, RACE DISTINCTIONS IN A~IERICAN Li\W 186-87 (1910). 
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Peter Clark of Cincinnati, openly questioned the unfaltering allegiance 
of African Americans to the party of Lincoln, shrewdly recognizing that 
as long as Republicans took the black vote for granted, they would be 
less willing to grant legislative and patronage benefits to Mrican 
Americans. At the same time, closely contested elections during the 
1870s and 1880s gave black voters some electoral influence, as did the 
concentration of blacks in certain urban centers. 131 
During the 1873 election, Ohio Democrats for the first time made a 
direct appeal for black votes, abandoning an earlier decision to 
campaign on the evils of racial mixing. For the next several years, Ohio 
Democrats actively recruited black political support, sponsoring the 
development of black Democratic clubs and supporting the 
establishment of a black Democratic newspaper. m By the early 1880s, 
both Democrats and Republicans, anxious to secure black votes, 
supported a variety of desegregation initiatives in Ohio. Even though 
blacks comprised less than three percent of the Ohio population during 
the last three decades of the nineteenth century (the second highest 
percentage in the North behind New Jersey)/~:~ in the closely contested 
elections of the 1870s and 1880s, their vote proved crucial, often 
providing the margin of victory. 134 As historian Lawrence Grossman has 
noted of this time period: "the evidence of increased Negro [political] 
independence, though impressionistic rather than statistically verifiable, 
cannot be ignored. Politicians at the time took it seriously, Democrats 
seeing opportunity, Republicans fearing danger." 13:i 
For example, in the Ohio gubernatorial election of 1883, a contest of 
two Cincinnati attorneys, the Democrat George Hoadly defeated the 
RepublicanJoseph Foraker by 12,529 votes.•:~G Hoadly believed that he 
won the election by capturing a significant portion of the state's 16,000 
black votes, many of whom were upset that Foraker had recently 
defended the Springfield (Ohio) School Board's efforts to keep a black· 
child out of her neighborhood white school. 1:17 Governor Hoadly took 
office shortly after the United States Supreme Court in the Civil Rights 
Cases•:ul struck down the federal Civil Rights Act of 1875 which 
prohibited racial discrimination in public accommodations. The 
131. Da,·id A. Gerber, A Politics t!f"limiiLd Option': Airrlhem Blnck Politics and the Pmhlem '!l Change and 
Continui!J in Rnce Relation\ His/J.JriografJID', 14]. OF SOC. HJST. 235, 236 ( 1980). 
132. GROSSMAN, supm note 116, at 80-81 . 
133. U.S. DI~I''TOF Co~I~IERCE, supm note 110, at 24-37. 
134. GERIIER, .111jm1note 37, at230-31. 
135. GROSSMAN, .1upm note 116, al 105. 
136. GERIIER, >ufm' note 37, at232. 
137. /d.; GROSS:\IA:-1, sufJm note 116, at 83. 
138. 109 u.s. 3 (1883). 
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Court's decision outraged blacks throughout the North and prompted 
the establishment of approximately two hundred equal rights 
organizations in Ohio alone. 139 Democrats used the controversial 
decision to their political advantage, blaming the Republican Supreme 
Court for undermining black rights. 
Yet the commitment of many Ohio Democrats to civil rights did not 
go much deeper than the desire to retain black electoral support. In 
early January 1884, the Ohio legislature began consideration of a bill 
banning racial discrimination in public accommodations. In fact, state 
legislatures throughout the North and West enacted legislation during 
the 1880s banning discrimination in public accommodations in response 
to the Supreme Court's decision in the Civil Rights Cases; 140 the success 
of this legislation was attributable in significant measure to the desire of 
northern politicians to capture black political support. 141 Most 
Democrats in the Ohio legislature opposed the proposed civil rights bill, 
but were reluctant to voice opposition for fear of antagonizing black 
voters. When forced to . go on record, Democrats supported the 
legislation, hoping that it would die in committee. Republican 
legislators, however, kept the anti-discrimination bill alive, although 
Democrats voted along party lines to block a Republican-sponsored 
amendment that extended coverage to eating establishments. In early 
February 1884, the more limited Democratic version of the legislation 
passed unanimously. After blacks objected to the exclusion of eating 
establishments, the legislature subsequently voted with only two 
dissenting Democratic votes in each chamber to include a ban on 
discrimination in eating establishments. 142 
But the Ohio anti-discrimination law did not reflect widespread 
support for black civil rights as many legislators voted for the measure 
to placate black voters but without a deep commitment to equal rights. 
Significantly, Ohio's civil rights legislation provided for monetary 
penalties but with no specified minimum, to the dismay of many 
blacks. 143 In the hands ofunsympatheticjudgesandjurors, the penalties 
139. Valeria W. Weaver, T7zl Failure ~fCilnl Rights 1875-1888 rmd Its Repncussirms, 54]. OF NEGRO 
HIST. 368, 374-75 {1969). 
140. Mn:rON R. KONVITZ & THEODORE LF.SKES, A CENTURY OF CIVIL RIGHTS 157 (1961) 
(Connecticut- 1884; Iowa- 1884; New jersey- 1884; Ohio- 1884; Colorado- 1885; Illinois- 1885; 
Indiana - 1885; Michi1,ran - 1885; Minnesota - 1885; Nebraska - 1885; Rhode Island - 1885; 
Pennsylvania- 1887). 
141. GROSS!IIAN, supra note 116, at 75, 99 ("Democratic state legisbtors tended to f.·wor civil rights 
measures in proportion to the number of Negroes residing in their districts."). 
142. /d. at85-86. 
143. Michael Harlan Washington, The Black Struggle for Desegregated Quality Education: 
Cincinnati, Ohio 1954-1974, at 46 (1984) (unpublished Ed. D. dissertation, University of Cincinnati) (on 
file with University of Cincinnati Lib1~1ries). 
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tended to be minimal, often little more than "a registration fee for 
discriminatory practices."'++ For example, two early lawsuits in Ohio 
alleging racial discrimination in roller skating rinks resulted in damages 
awards of one cent and fifty cents. 1·D These small fines, coupled with the 
cost of retaining counsel and pursuing litigation, undercut the efficacy 
of the statutory prohibition. 141; 
In addition to enacting a statutory ban on discrimination in public 
accommodations, Ohio Republicans took action in 1884 to shore up 
their support among Ohio blacks by introducing legislation to ban 
school segregation. Black Ohioans had sought such a statutory ban 
since the early 18 70s, but efforts to enact such legislation had repeatedly 
failed. 147 In 1878, the Ohio State legislature had enacted legislation that 
provided that local school authorities could establish racially separate 
schools at their discretion, but if they failed to do so, black children were 
entitled to attend the common schools along with whites. 148 But the 
legislature had refused to go further and prohibit the establishment of 
segregated schools. Governor Hoadly, a strong proponent of anti-
segregation legislation, joined the effort to secure its enactment. Hoadly 
had had a long history ofinvolvement in civil rights issues. A Cincinnati 
lawyer affiliated with both the Free Soil Party and the Republican Party 
during the antebellum era, Hoadly had represented those black parents 
who had sued the Cincinnati school authorities in 1849 to force the 
release of tax monies to support separate black schools. 149 
School desegregation, however, proved to be a much more difficult 
issue than the desegregation of public accommodations. The mixing of 
children aroused white fears of racial amalgamation. Hence, many 
144. Weaver, sufml note 139, at 381. 
145. /rl. at376. 
146. In addition, Ohio's ;mti-diserimination law, like that in many other stat~:s, guamnteed a jUly 
trial. Given the small numbers of blacks serYing on northern juries, this l'ight may have contributed to the 
minim:tl damages frequently awarded. /d. at 369. 
Moreover, many court~ construed these anti-discr·imination statutes vety narrowly. The Ohio statute, 
like that of most northern states, listed various businesses covered by the statutclly prohibition as well as any 
"other place ofpublie accommodation." But many courts refused to extend cm·er~tge to any business not 
specifically mentioned in the statute, rendering superfluous the phmse "other place of public 
accommodation." Kellar v. Konber, 55 N.E. 1002, 1003 (Ohio1899). Other court~ denied liability on 
the basis of a technicality. An Ohio circuit COUI't, fi)l' example, reversed a finding that a theater had refused 
to sell a ticket to a blad man concluding that the plaintiff had not pro,·en that the theater had authorized 
the ticket seller to refuse him a ticket. In so doing, the court sidestepped established principles of agency 
law. QUIIJJN, .rupra note 24, at 118. 
147. Erickson, SUfnll note 15, at 339-53. In 1871, fifty-one of fifty-seven Republicans in the Ohio 
State legislature supported ;mti-segrcgation legislation, but the measure failed because of Democmtie 
opposition. Montgomety, .ruf/1'11 note 32, at 61. 
148. Ohio e.\' rei. Gibson v. Bd. of'Educ., 2 Ohio C.C. 557,560 (1887); Erickson, supm note 15, at 
202. 
149. See sufml text accompanying notes 95-96; GERBER, supm note 3 7, at 233. 
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Ohio legislators, particularly Democrats from the state's racially 
conservative southern counties, drew the line with school desegregation 
and narrowly defeated the proposed anti-segregation legislation in both 
1884 and 1885. J.io One House Democrat from Cincinnati attempted to 
persuade his colleagues to support the anti-segregation legislation in 
1885, arguing that if they opposed it, they would lose crucial black 
support that might cost them the 1885 election. 131 Though his efforts 
secured enough Democratic votes to gain passage in the House, the 
measure failed in the Senate. u:z 
Competition for the black vote during the 1885 Ohio gubernatorial 
election was particularly fierce. Although Democratic incumbent 
Hoadly sought black support based upon the enactment of the state civil 
rights legislation in 1884, the Republican Supreme Court's adverse 
decision in the Civil Rights Cases in 1883, and his extensive granting of 
patronage to black office seekers, the Republicans countered by pointing 
to the oppression of southern blacks by the Democratic Party.15:" The 
Republican candidate, Foraker, won the closely contested election. 
Commenting on the importance of the black vote to his success, Foraker 
later noted that "[t]he Negro vote was so large that it was not only an 
important but an essential factor in our consideration. It would not be 
possible for the Republican party to carry the state if that vote should be 
arrayed against us." 154 Accordingly, in his inaugural address, Governor 
Foraker urged an end to the harsh Black Laws-including the law 
mandating school segregation. 15;, A black Republican legislator from 
Cleveland, Jere Brown, explained the importance of the repeal 
legislation to Ohio's black community. "Defeat this bill," he counseled 
his legislative colleagues, "and the wrath of the colored voters will bury 
you beneath their ballots." ,;,6 Such sentiment seemed ungrounded given 
that only one in forty Ohioans was black. The razor-thin electoral 
margins in Ohio's state elections during the 1880s, however, gave the 
black vote particular importance. 
In early 1887, the long struggle against school segregation came to · 
fruition as the Ohio legislature, with broad Republican and some 
Democratic support, repealed the earlier legislation that had permitted 
150. GROSSI\IAN,jujml no te 116,at87-88; Mason,jupm note 108,at18-20; Washington,rujiTII note 
143, at 45-47. 
151. Montgomery, mpm note 32, at 74. 
152. GERBER,mpm note 37, at 240. 
153. GROSS.\IAN, mpm note 116, at 89-91. 
154. WENDEIJ. P. DABNEY, CINCINNATI'S COWRED CITIZENS: HISTORICAl~ SOCIOLOGICAL 
AND BHXiRAPHICAL 84 (1926). 
155. GROSS!\IAN, mpra note 116, at 91-92. 
156. /d.at92. 
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segregated schools and prohibited miscegenation. t.i7 Concern for black 
votes was undeniably a critical factor in the enactment of this legislation. 
But for some legislators, the cost of dual schools played a role as well. 
Several Ohio communities, including Columbus and Dayton, had 
already integrated their schools during the early 1880s in part because 
of the cost of dual schools. l.ill When the Ohio state legislature 
considered anti-segregation legislation in the 1880s, some Ohio 
legislators argued in favor of such a move because of the financial 
burden of operating a dual school system. t.">!l Earlier, in 1863, when the 
Ohio General Assembly reenacted legislation requiring school systems 
to provide separate black schools when there were a certain number of 
black children in the district, many Clevelanders had complained of the 
economic burden of establishing separate black schools. The Cleveland 
uader, for example, argued that "[t]o establish separate schools for 
colored children will be to entail upon taxpayers the additional expense 
of new school buildings and new teachers."160 
III. ENFORCEMENT OF OHIO'S ANTI-SEGREGATION LEGISLATION 
In the wake of the enactment of anti-segregation legislation in Ohio, 
many school districts abolished their segregated schools. 1G1 Many 
others, however, particularly in the southern counties of the state where 
segregationist sentiment was strongest and black enrollments were 
frequently the largest, took evasive actions. 162 A few communities, such 
as Chillicothe and Xenia, utilized racially gerrymandered attendance 
zones to preserve racial separation. 1 G:~ Other Ohio communities opened 
157. Erickson, Slljml note 15, at 350; John Roy Squibb, Roads to Plmy: Blacks and the Ltw in the 
Old Northwest: 1860-1896, at173-75 (1992) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Unh·ersity ofWisconsin) (on 
file with University of Wisconsin Lib1~1ries); MCGINNIS, sujmt note 120, at 30-34, 57-63. 
158. Gerber, st~pm note 103, at8. 
159. Squibb,Jujmtnote 157,at179; Kesscn, .rufmtnote 14, at134; GER8ER, .wpmnote37,at195. 
160. Thom;1sj. Goliber, Cuyahoga Blacks: A Social and Demogmphic Study, 1850-1880, at 125 
(1972) (unpublished M.A. Thesis, Kent State University) (on file with Kent St:ue University Lib1~1ries). 
161. Following tht: lcgislativt: n.:peal of tht: school segregation st:Uutc, schools in Bdldontaine, 
Circleville, Crestline, Dayton, Findlay, Marieua, M;uion, Piqua, Rendville, Springfield, Steubcll\'ille, Troy, 
and Wooster were integrated. Squibb, supra note 157, at 173, 179; MCGINNIS, sujmt note 120, at 47. 
Moreover, the legislation strengthened recently integ1~11ed schools in Athens, Lmcaster, Mt. Vernon, 
Marysville, and Upper Sandusky. Squibb, .rujmt note 157, at 179. 
162. These recakitmnt communities included Avondale, Bainbridge, Chillicothe, Gallipolis, · 
Hillsboro, Lockland, New Richmond, Oxford, Wilmington, Xenia, and Yellow Springs. GERBER, .rujm1 
note 37, at266; QUIUJN, .wpm note 24, at94, n.11, 95; Fishel, .ruJmt note 26, at323-24; Squibb, .rufmt 
note 157, at 180. 
163. Gt·:RIIER,.rujmt note 37 ,at265-66 (Chillicothe); QUII.I.IN,.•·upm note 24, at96(Xcnia); GEORGI·: 
F. DAVID, WHJIERFORCI·: UNIVERSITY, SOCIAl. EFFECT OF SCHOOl. SI·:GREGATIO:"\ li\' XENIA, OHIO 14-
15, 23-24 (1939) (Xenia). 
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a few white schools to black students but retained black schools as 
well. 164 An early twentieth-century study of Ohio race relations aptly 
noted that "legal provisions intended to establish racial equality are 
either observed or ignored according as the white element in the several 
communities may determine." 163 
Cincinnati, home to the state's largest black population, kept its 
separate black schools open for attendance on a voluntary basis, and 
continued to use black teachers in those schools. In fact, in 1889 and 
1890, the state legislature considered, but eventually rejected, legislation 
that would have expressly permitted the continuation of racially 
separate schools in localities that chose to do so. 166 In some instances, 
white children in Cincinnati transferred to different schools when black 
children enrolled in their school. 167 During the first few years after 
enactment of the anti-segregation legislation, the Cincinnati school 
superintendent recommended closing the city's only black high school, 
but retaining several of the black grade schools. IG!l. Over time, however, 
the school board closed most of the separate black schools such that by 
the early twentieth century, only one of the city's separate black 
schools-the newly renamed Frederick Douglass school-remained. Hi!l 
One factor that complicated both black demands for school 
desegregation and enforcement of anti-segregation legislation was the 
fact that some blacks favored racially separate public schools. In fact, 
blacks in Ohio were sharply divided on the importance of racially mixed 
schools during the last three decades of the nineteenth century. In some 
Ohio communities, including Cincinnati, many blacks opposed 
enactment of the anti-segregation legislation and pressed for the 
retention of separate black schools or petitioned for the establishment of 
new black schools after the enactment of the anti-segregation 
legislation. 170 In fact, beginning in 1878, each legislative consideration 
164. Squibb, sujlm note 157, at 180. 
165. QUII_.UN, Jlljlm note 24, at 125. 
166. Montgomery, supm note 32, at 81-82. 
167. /d. at 79-80. Moreover, the College Hill school district, which was later annexed to the 
Cincinnati City school district, relused to let black children attend a white school, a decision eventually 
reversed by the Ohio Supreme Court in 1888. Bd. of Ectuc. v. Ohio e.\' fel. Hunter, 16 N.E. 373 (Ohio 
1888); MontgomCI)', SUjJTII note 32, at 76. 
168. The Negro in Cincinnati Public Schools 2-4 (1966) (unpublished document on file with William 
and Mat)' Law Library); Washington, mpm note 143, at 50, 54; Erickson, .ruj1m note 15, at 248; 
Montgomet)', supm note 32, at 83. The closure of Gaines High School, which hac been established in 
1866, was viewed by many blacks as a real los.~ . Gaines had been an important training ground for black 
teachers who wo rked thi'Oughout the wuntl)'. Robisch, J1Jj1m note 20, at 52-54. 
169. Washington, supm note 143, at 55. That Cincinnati's separate black school would bear the 
name of Frederick Douglass bore a certain irony. Douglass, during his lifetime, had been a strong opponent 
of school segregation. See text accompanying sujml note 121 . 
170. Mont~:,'Omet)', sujml note 32, at 79 (describing black support for retention ofsepamte schools in 
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of anti-segregation legislation provoked disagreement within the Ohio 
black communityY1 
Many blacks feared mistreatment of their children in racially mixed 
schools at the hands of white teachers and classmates. For example, in 
some racially mixed schools, white teachers punished white children by 
making them sit next to black children. 172 In 1897, 700 Cincinnati 
blacks signed a petition complaining of the mistreatment of their 
children in the city's racially mixed schools. m In fact, the mistreatment 
was so severe that by 190 1 , after most of the separate black schools were 
closed, only about half of the school-age black children in Cincinnati 
still attended the public schools. 174 
Some blacks worried about how their children,. who, because of 
family poverty were ill-dressed, would fit in with white children. One 
Cincinnati black teacher explained: 
Colored people, as a rule, are poor, and their children are not as well 
clad as the white children· with whom they would be compelled to 
associate in mixed schools and the colored children will feel that they 
are not wanted. These things will seriously embarrass colored 
children-in fact, many will absent themselves entirely.175 
A pro-segregation black in Dayton characterized the struggle to preserve 
segregated schools as "our battle for the education, health and happiness 
of our little colored children, more than half of whom cannot afford to 
dress in the White folks' fashions or be prompt and regular in 
attendance at the White folks' schools." 176 
Many Mrican Americans favored separate schools in order to ensure 
that their children were taught by black teachers, believing that their 
children would be better educated under the tutelage of a black teacher. 
A few Ohio cities-Cleveland, Columbus, and Youngstown-allowed 
black teachers to teach in racially mixed schools following enactment of 
the 1887 anti-segregation legislation, but these were exceptions and 
involved only a few teachers; moreover, within a few decades, only 
Cleveland still allowed black teachers to teach white children. 177 In 
Cincinnati following enactment of anti-scgl'cgation lcgislmion). 
171. ltl. at 69. 
172. Outrage!, Ct.EVEJ..AND GAZErm, Oct. 3, 1885. 
173. School Bonrd Rerlfljmints SuperintendmtMorgnn, CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, May II, 1897, at 6; Stonny 
!vluting ~lSdwol B111ml Ocmsirmed by n Petitirm.fillm Colured People, CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, Apr. 27, 1897, al 
5; Washington, sufml note 143, <1152-53. 
174. Washington, supm note 143, at 54. 
175. !vliwd Schools, CLEVE! .AND GJ\ZETI'E, Feb. 14, 1885, at 2. 
176. Gerber, Jllfml note I 03, at 28 n.40. 
177. GERBER, sujml note 37, at 265; Fishel, Jufmt note 26, at 343-44. 
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most of Ohio, including Cincinnati, integration denied black children 
access to black teachers. 178 
Besides the greater nurture and care that black teachers provided 
black children in comparison to white teachers, many Mrican 
Americans recognized the important role that black teachers played in 
the social and political fabric of the black community and feared that 
the loss of black teachers would strip the community of many of its 
natural leaders. Teaching was one of the few professions open to blacks 
in the nineteenth-century North and it attracted some of the most 
educated members of the community. Black teachers provided 
leadership for the black community and played important roles in a 
variety of voluntary associations. 179 One black teacher offered this 
assessment of the anti-segregation legislation: "I know of no better 
scheme to reduce the most intelligent classes of colored people to penury 
and want, or to drive them from the state to become the victims of 
southern cruelty and barbarism."18° Cincinnati's Peter Clark also 
emphasized that the salaries earned by black teachers helped support 
black families, businesses, and institutions. 181 
Not surprisingly, many black teachers were firm opponents of school 
desegregation because of fears of job loss. Black teachers in Ohio 
mounted a fierce campaign in opposition to the anti-segregation 
campaign of the 1880s. Their opposition helped kill the proposed 
legislation until its eventual enactment in 1887. 182 Black teachers from 
Cincinnati, home to the state's largest black population, were 
particularly strong in their opposition to anti-segregation legislation, 
favoring instead legislation that allowed the retention of segregated 
schools upon petition of a majority ofblacks in a given school district. Ill:~ 
Mter passage of the 1887legislation, many black teachers in Cincinnati 
petitioned for the retention ofblack schools.184 One Ohio black teacher 
explained: "To mix the schools will be virtually dismissing all the 
colored teachers from the profession. We have many teachers who have 
178. jUDY jOLLEY MOHRAZ, THE SEPARATE PROBI£:1-1: CASE STUDIES OF BLACK EDUCATION IN 
THE NORTH, 1900-1930, at 87 (1979); GROSSMAN, sujmt note 116, at 87; Fishel, sujmt no te 26, at 319. 
179. T'\'ACK, sujmt note II, at 118. 
180. Gerber, sujml note 103, at 11; see GROSSMAN, sujml note 116, at87. 
181. Montgomery, supm note 32, at 72. 
182. 17zt Scluml Qyestion, CLEVElAND GAzE·nE, Feb. 14, 1885, at 2; Cob1rerl Teuchers 11y /1.1 Keep 
SejHtmU Schoolr, CLEVEI.AND GAZETfE, Feb. 2, 1885, at 2; Mi.wd Schoolr, Cl.£VELAND GAZETrE, Feb. 16, 
1884, at 2; Kessen, sujJm note 14, at 133; GERBER, sujlm note 37, at200-01 ; Washington, .llljlm note 143, 
at 29-30, 47; GROSSMAN, sufmt note 116, a t 88. 
183. Gerber, supra note 103, at 19; Washington, .1vjm1 note 143, at 46. For example, Peter Clark, a 
black teacher in Cincinnati, was a particularly outspoken opponent of anti-segregation legislatio n. ,A,/i.wrl 
SclwoLr, CU·:VEIAND GAZETrE, Feb. 16, 1884, at 2. 
184. Corr, suj1m note 21 , at5. 
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labored hard to make themselves proficient in the art of teaching. To 
repeal [the segregation law] will bring upon them an unjust 
hardship."w:; Ohio Governor Hoadly, who supported anti-segregation 
legislation, conceded in 1885 during the debate over anti-segregation 
legislation that the elimination of segregated schools "would result in the 
dismissal of some [black] teachers." 1111; 
Some African Americans bitterly attacked those black teachers who 
favored segregated schools, accusing them of being more interested in 
their own job security than the education and advancement of black 
children. 1117 But fears of black teacher loss were real. Following the 
enactment of anti-segregation legislation in Ohio in 1887, hundreds of 
black teachers lost their jobs and left the state to pursue teaching 
opportunities in segregated school systems in the South. 11111 In 
Springfield, Ohio, school authorities discharged every black teacher after 
enactment of the 1887 anti-segregation legislation. 1119 As one Ohio 
school superintendent explained: "Negroes gave up their teachers when 
they gave up separate schools." 190 When black teachers in some 0 hio 
communities lobbied to keep their jobs, school officials indicated that 
jobs would be saved only through the restoration of segregated 
schools. 191 
In Cincinnati, School Superintendent E.E. White announced after 
enactment of the 1887 anti-segregation legislation that he could not "see 
how the school board can employ the teachers in the Colored Schools 
after their present contracts have expired." 192 In fact, the 1889 
Cincinnati school report provided that if enrollment in the city's black 
schools declined-which it did-then black teachers would be dis-
185. Mi:o:ed Sch1H1lr, CI.E\'EIAND GAZETn:, Feb. 14, 1885, at 2. 
186. GROSSMAN, .fliJmt note 116, at 88. 
187. The Ckl•elimd Gm~.e11e, a blad newspaper edited by Hat'l)' Smith, was ;1 consistent and strong 
voice ag;tinst school scgrcg;nion and castig;ned those in the black community, induding black teachers, who 
1:1\·ored the retention of scgn:g;ned schools. The Gt<.tlle labeled such bhtcks "a nuisance to the community 
in which they live" and claimed that "Negroes who oppose mixed schools ... should be treated as enemies 
to their race." .Mi.\-etl ScluHiis, CI£\'EIANil GAZE'ITE,januat)' 12, 1889, at 2; .ru ttlso 171£ Sch1Hii QJ~estion, 
CLEVElAND GAZETn:, Sept. 22, 1883, at 2; Sfllingjield, CI .. E\'EIAND GAZE'ITE, Mar. 22, 1884, at I; 771£ 
Demacmt.r Sandian the Bl11ck Lmvs, CU"'EIAND GAZE'ITE, Apt·. 12, 1884, m 2; Ali.ml Sdu111ls, CIJ::\' I':IAND 
GAZETn:, Feb. 14, 1885, at 2. 
188. Squibb, supm note 157, at 195. 
189. AUOUST MEIER & EIJ.IO'IT RUil\\'ICK, A.I.ONG THE COLOR LINE: EXI'I.ORATIONS IN THE 
BIACI\. EXPERIENCE 291 (1976). 
190. Squibb, supm note 157, at 195. 
191. Washington, .rupm note 143, at 50. 
192. CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, Feb. 28, 1887, at4. 
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charged. 1 93 In 1896, a subsequent Cincinnati school superintendent 
announced that he would appoint no black teachers during his tenure. 194 
But many Ohio blacks supported the 1887 anti-segregation legislation 
and filed lawsuits when local school authorities refused to comply with 
its mandate. In the fall of 1887, the school authorities in Oxford, Ohio, 
resolved to exclude all black children from the town's white schools, 
notwithstanding the anti-segregation legislation. In 1888, the Ohio 
Supreme Court upheld a challenge to school segregation in Oxford, 
Ohio, and concluded that the anti-segregation legislation prohibited the 
continued operation of racially segregated schools. 193 That decision laid 
to rest any notion that the 1887 legislation, which had repealed earlier 
legislation permitting school segregation; did not actually prohibit a 
local school board from choosing to retain racially separate schools. 
Other successful lawsuits seeking to enforce anti-segregation legislation 
followed. 191; 
Yet despite these legislative and litigation victories, school segregation 
nevertheless persisted in parts of Ohio as some recalcitrant school 
boards found ways of avoiding compliance with adverse court decisions, 
leaving segregated schools intact. For example, after litigation forced 
the integration of the Xenia schools, the local school board racially 
gerrymandered the school district to preserve racially separate 
schools. 197 The school boards in New Richmond and Felicity, Ohio, 
simply closed schools following a court decision reqmnng 
desegregation.198 Both New Richmond and Felicity also used racially 
segregated classrooms to evade court-ordered desegregation. 199 
In a few Ohio communities, blacks who insisted on school integration 
faced retaliation or even violence. Some whites used economic 
pressure-terminations at work or refusal to renew leases-to 
discourage desegregation efforts?0° For example, in Oxford, Ohio, a 
193. Washington, .rujmt note 143, at 51. 
194. /d. 
195. Bd. ofEduc. v. State t.\' rel. Gibson, 16 N.E. 373 (Ohio 1888). 
196. Sclwfll Board Case, CLf.VEtAND GAzr.rrr., December 17, 1887, at 2 (Xenia); Another Viclmyjirr 
EqUttl Righ/.5, CLEVElAND GAZETI'E, Dec. 24, 1887, at 2 (Yellow Springs); lvli.wd Schoo!J; CLEVELAND 
GAZETTE, Apr. 6, 1889, at 2 (New Richmond); CLEVELAND GAZE'ITE, May II, 1889 (Felicity); In re Bd. 
ofEduc. at Zanes\·ille, 1895 WL 1458 (Ohio Com. Pl. 1895) (Zanesdlle). 
197. QUII.J.IN, supra note 24, at 96-97; David, Jllpm note 163, at 14-15. 
198. Squibb,Jlljlmnote 157,atl82-83. 
199. /d. 
200. Whites in some areas used economic pressure to force blacks out of the community and hence 
out of the public schools. /d. at 183-84. Some Ohio communities prevented black fitmilics fi'Om settling 
within their border'S. Hannibal G. Duncan, The Changing Race Relationship in the Border and Nonhcrn 
Stmes 33 (1922) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania) (on lilc with Unh-cr'Sity of 
Pennsyh-ania Libmrics). 
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white merchant fired all of his black employees when a black parent 
filed a lawsuit to end school segregation.201 Some white landowners in 
Ohio refused to renew leases to black tenants in the wake of the ,. 
enactment of anti-segregation legislation, forcing black families to 
· abandon communities in danger of school integration.202 In several 
communities in Ohio-Felicity, New Richmond, and Ripley-violence 
accompanied efforts to integrate schools during the late nineteenth 
century.20:~ A contemporary news report described the white reaction to 
black efforts to desegregate the Felicity schools: "The white people ... 
kept colored children out of the schools by force, and beat and 
maltreated the colored parents, destroying their property in some cases, 
and established a boycott against all colored people, to drive them 
out."2o4 
IV. INCREASE IN SCHOOL SEGREGATION IN OHIO, 1900-1940 
White insistence on racial separation in northern schools increased in 
response to the northern migration of southern blacks that began during 
the last decade of the nineteenth century and that exploded during and 
after World War I. This influx of southern blacks exacerbated racial 
tensions and many white school officials who had tolerated school 
integration when the number of blacks was relatively small began to 
insist on racial separation. By the 1930s, school segregation in Ohio, 
including Cincinnati, was more extensive than it had been at the turn 
of the century. 
Migration northward began in significant numbers during the 1890s. 
Whereas only 88,000 blacks left the South during the 1880s, 185,000 
departed during the 1890s, and 194,000 during the first decade of the 
twentieth century. Between 1890 and 1910, about 2.5 percent of the 
South's black population moved North.205 Of the three northern states 
with the largest black population in 191 o-Pennsylvania ( 191 ,000), New 
York ( 120,000), Ohio ( 11 0,000)-each experienced an increase in black 
201. RAYFORD W. LoGAN, THE NEGRO IN AMERICAN lJFEANDTHOUGHT: THE NADIR 1877-
1901,at235 (1954). 
202. QUII.LIN, sUjlm note 24, at 94. 
203. The H1hiu C11j1s H't1m Us, CU::VEI.ANIJ GAZETI"E,jan. 12, 1889, at 2; CLEVELAND GAZETI"E, 
Dec. 8, 1888, at2; GERIIER,sujlm note 37, at264; QUILLIN, sujml note 24, at94-95; MEYER WEINBERG, 
A CHANCE TO lJ·:ARN: THE HISTORY OF RACE AND EllUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES 68 (1977); 
Fishel, .rujn"tl note 26, ill 217-19. 
204. QUILLIN, .111jm1 note 24, at 94-95. 
205. STEVEN]. DINER, A VERY DIFFERI·:NT AGE: AMERICANS OF THE PROGRI·~'iSI\'E ERA 131 
(1998). 
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population between 1900 and 1910 of over twenty-five percent. 206 In 
1903, W .E.B. DuBois noted that "the most significant economic change 
among Negroes in the last ten or twenty years has been their influx into 
northern cities."207 Many blacks migrated to Cincinnati. Between 1890 
and 1910, the city's black population increased by seventy-four percent, 
compared to a twenty-one percent increase in the city's white 
population. 208 
Given the correlation between the enfranchisement of northern 
blacks and the increase in influence that Mrican Americans enjoyed in 
much of the North during the 1870s and 1880s, one might have 
expected this increase in black population during the 1890s and early 
twentieth century to have positively affected the status of northern 
blacks. With a few exceptions, however, the status of northern blacks 
declined with the onset of the migration of southern blacks into northern 
cities. The special conditions of the 1870s and 1880s-Radical 
Republican commitments to racial equality, closely contested elections, 
and the paucity of black residents in much of the North-had faded by 
the early twentieth century. The growth of the northern city, populated 
by native whites and blacks alongside growing numbers of immigrant 
whites and southern migrant blacks, produced an array of tensions out 
of which the status of African Americans suffered. 
During the first World War, hundreds of thousands of additional 
southern blacks moved North, launching what would become, over the 
course of the next four decades, the most significant internal migration 
in American history. 209 During the 191 Os, almost half a million blacks 
206. BUREAU OF EDUCATION, DEP'T OF INTERIOR, 2 NEGRO EDUCATION: A STUDY OF THE 
PRIVATE AND HIGHER SCHOOL'S FOR COLORED PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES 677-89 (1917). 
207. AUGUST MEIER & ELLIOTT RUDWICK, FROM PlAl\'TATION TO GHEn·o 215 (1966). 
208. Jennie D. Porter, The Problem of Negro Education in N01thcrn and Border Cities 27 (1928) 
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Cincinnati) (on file with University of Cincinnati Libmties). 
209. Several factors contributed to this Great Migration of southern blacks to northern cities during 
and after World War I. Economic concerns were highly significant. First of all, sharp declines in southern 
agriculture due to the devastations of the boll weevil-that "ashy.colored rascal," a reduction in cotton 
prices in 1913 and 1914, and the floods of 1915 and 1916 forced southern blacks to look elsewhere for 
work. Kll\IBERLEY L. PHILLIPS, ALABAMA NORTH: AFRICAN-AMERICAN MIGRANTS, COMl\IUNITY, AND 
WORKING-ClASS ACTIVISM IN CLEVELAND, 1915-45, at 43 ( 1999); Lisa Yvette Waller, Holding Back the 
Dawn: Milton A. Galamison and the Fight for School Integration in New York City, A Northern Civil 
Right~ Struggle, 1948-1968, at 127 (1998) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University) (on file with 
Duke University Libt~ll'ies). These economic problems were coupled with the lure of employment 
opportunities in the N01th created by sharp declines in foreign immigt~ltion, the labor needs of wartime 
industty, and the demand for American soldiers to fight in Europe. Immigration declines were particularly 
dmmatic. Whereas 1.2 million immigmnts entered the United Scttcs in 1914, only 110 thousand anivcd 
in 1918. AllAN H. SPEAR, BLACK CHICAGO: THE MAKING OF A NEGRO GHElTO, 1890-1920, at 131 
(1967). 
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left the South. Another 750,000 migrated northward during the 
l920s.210 
Those states receiving the largest number of black migrants during 
World War I were, in order, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Ohio.211 Most 
migrants setded in cities. Indeed, by 1920, almost forty percent of the 
northern black population resided in just eight cities: New York, 
Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and 
Columbus.212 Each of these cities experienced dramatic increases in 
black population as a result of the migration. Cincinnati's black 
population increased by fifty-three percent between 1910 and 1920, 
compared to an eight percent increase in the city's white population.213 
The black migration during the first three decades of the twentieth 
century dramatically increased racial tensions in the North and 
accelerated racial separation that had already begun during the prior 
quarter century. White demands for segregation in public 
accommodations, employment, housing, and education sharply 
increased during the 1920s. As Harvard Sitkoff has written about the 
Great Migration: "Many who followed the North Star looking for the 
Promised Land found hell instead: educational and residential 
segregation, dilapidated housing milked by white slumlords, 
discrimination by labor unions and employers, brutality by white 
policemen, and liquor and narcotics the only means of escape."214 
Public accommodations discrimination sharply increased as many 
restaurants, hotels, stores, and theaters employed a variety of tactics to 
discourage black patronage. Sociologist] ames Hathaway Robinson's 
wartime survey of black Cincinnati found that " [ n] ot only do hotels, 
restaurants, and soda fountains refuse to serve him ... but moving 
picture houses and private parks refuse to admit him; theaters segregate 
and often embarrass him."215 A study of black Ohio published in 1913 
found extensive segregation in Cincinnati: 
210. DOU(; MCADAI\1, POLITICAL PROCI~SS AND THI~ DEVELOPMENT OF BI.ACK INSURGENCY 
1930-1970, at80 (1982). Between 1910 and 1940, more than 1.5 million blacks migt~llcd out of the South 
into northern and western states. Id. 
211. Id. at 80. 
212. Gcmrdjoscph Mosey, Testing, Tmtking, and Curritulum: The Isolation of Black Students in 
the Buffitlo Public &hnols from 1917 to 1956, at 13 (1998)(unpublishcd Ed.D. disscrt:nion, University of 
New York at Bulblo) (on file with University of New York at Buflhlo Libt~u·ies); Darlene Clark Hinc, Black 
Migration b1 the Urh11n Mitlwe.1L· 7k Gendn Dimen:;i1m, IV 15-1 !J./5, in THE NEW AFRICAN A~·IERICAN URIIAN 
HISTORY 242, 242 (Kenneth W. Goin~:,rs & Raymond A. Mohl cds., 1996). 
213 . Porter, .rujlm note 208, at 27. 
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All the popular parks, such as Chester, The Lagoon and Coney 
Island, exclude the negroes. Some of them have one "nigger day" 
each year, when the colored people are allowed to pass the gates 
which are forbidden them the rest of the year .... Hotels, restaurants, 
eating and drinking places, almost universally are closed to all people 
in whom any negro strain can be detected .... The Bartenders' 
Union has passed a resolution forbidding its members to wait on 
colored persons, and they obey the prohibition. . . . The Pullman 
company refuses to sell berths to colored people going South .... The 
Y.M.C.A. refuses them either active or associate membership.216 
Employer and labor union discrimination against black workers also 
increased in the wake of the Great Migration, particularly in skilled 
labor positions. White workers opposed hiring black workers and 
employers readily relented to this opposition. The same 1913 study of 
black Ohio found extensive employment discrimination in Cincinnati: 
The colored man in earning his living is hampered on every side by 
race prejudice. The labor unions as a whole do not want him and will 
not have him, and their members will not work by his side. The result 
of this is that he is practically debarred from all mechanical pursuits 
requiring skill .... The white man cannot employ them in any skilled 
work, if he has so large an undertaking that he has to employ white 
men with them. The white men will not work with negroes.217 
A survey by the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce between 1925 and 
1930 found that the most frequent reason employers gave for their 
failure to hire black workers was employers being "unable or unwilling 
to mix white and Negro workers."218 
One of the most striking effects of the Great Migration was a 
significant increase in northern urban residential segregation.219 
Residential segregation sharply increased in Cincinnati during the first 
few decades of the twentieth century as a result of racially restrictive 
covenants, discriminatory real estate practices, zoning regulations, and 
neighborhood associations. 22° Cincinnati's local real estate agents 
216. QUIU..IN, supm note 24, at 127-28, 
217. ld. at 130. 
218. TROTrER, .!Ujm1 note 215, at 101-02. 
219. MEIER & RUDWICK, supra note 207, at 191. 
220. jOE WIU..IAM TROrrER, jR., BLACK MIL\\'AUKt:E: THE MAKING OF AN INDUSTRIAL 
PROLETARIAT, 1915-1945, at 233 (1985). The usc of these cO\·enams would persist umilthe middle of the 
twentieth century. In 1952, a member of the Cincinnati City Council objected to the expenditure of public 
funds to provide sewer and water connections and sidewalks for the Shawanoe Tmil subdivision in 
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restrictions limiting ownership m· occupancy to persons "of the Caucasian Race." Restrit"titm is Hit J!y hlcker, 
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, Apr. 3, 1952, at 5. 
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steered black families away from white neighborhoods. During the 
1920s, the Cincinnati real estate board instructed its employees that "no 
agent shall rent or sell property to colored people in an established white 
section or neighborhood and this inhibition shall be particularly 
applicable to the hill tops and suburban property."221 Between 1900 
and 1930, Cincinnati's West End emerged as the largest black 
neighborhood in the city; during those three decades, the black 
population increased from 3,608 to 29,332. By 1930, sixty percent of 
the city's Mrican Americans lived in the West End.222 This increase in 
residential segregation would have a dramatic effect on subsequent 
efforts to engage in racial mixing in Cincinnati's public schools. 
In fact, a significant consequence of the Great Migration was a sharp 
increase in northern school segregation. As Kelly Miller of Howard 
University noted in 1929: "The issue of separate schooling is moving 
Northward with the rising tide of Negro migration. The color line in 
education is vigorously asserting itself across the continent. "223 Much of 
this increase in segregation took place in the southern portions of those 
states bordering the South-in particular New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, 
and Illinois. Ohio, which received the third largest number of black 
migrants during World War I, experienced a sharp increase in school 
segregation, even in communities that had eliminated segregated schools 
during the nineteenth century. Although the Cincinnati School Board 
had eliminated most of its separate black schools by the early twentieth 
century, it established several "non-districted" black schools during the 
first three decades of the twentieth century that it excluded from the 
city's geographic assignment plan. Even in residentially integrated areas 
of the city, the school board maintained separate white and "colored" 
schools. The Cincinnati School Board would continue to exclude 
several black schools, designated "Separate Colored Schools," from the 
city's general geographic assignment plan until the eve of the Supreme 
Court's 1954 Brown decision. 224 Although attendance at these separate 
schools was technically voluntary, the severe harassment that many 
black children experienced in the city's racially mixed schools left many 
with the impression that they were unwelcome to learn with white 
children.22:i The Ohio legislature rejected proposed legislation in 1911 
221. TROrJ'ER, supm n~te 215, at 106. 
222. Washington, supra note 143, at 12. This residential segregation had begun during the nineteenth 
century. By 1880, blacks were no longer living in all wards of the city as they had in 1850; instead, they 
were increasingly confined to the "basin" along with poor whites. !d. at 30. 
223. Kelly Miller, Is tk C11ltrr line Crumbling?, 7 OI'I'ORTUNITY 284, 284 (1929). 
224. Washington, sujlm note 143, at 83, 101, 103. 
225. Washington, .rujml note 143, at 16. Moreover, on at least one occasion, whites protested the 
attendance of black children at a mcially mixed Cincinnati school. Robisch, supra note 20, at 84-85. 
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to legitimate school segregation, but separate schooling would 
nevertheless increase throughout the state.226 
There were many reasons for the movement towards increased school 
segregation. Central to white support for segregation was the influx of 
southern black children into northern school districts. Indeed, white 
insistence on school segregation was generally strongest in those cities 
that received the largest number of southern migrants and generally 
increased in proportion to the number of black children in the school 
district.227 Many white principals, teachers, and school boards justified 
school segregation on the grounds that the newly arrived southern 
migrant children were not equipped to engage in studies alongside white 
children because of their poor educational backgrounds. 228 In the 
South, black children had typically attended school for only a few 
months a year and the quality of that education was vasdy inferior to 
that available in most northern schools. The poor educational 
background of many southern black children was exacerbated by the 
fact that many were obliged to assist in the economic support of the 
family upon arriving in the North.229 
As a result of their educational deficiencies, many black children were 
placed in classrooms in which they were considerably older than their 
peers. Black sociologist Charles johnson reported in 1932 that when 
southern black children "come into northern schools . . . the usual 
problems of overage children develop. Truancy, delinquency and 
incorrigibility are expressions of this and require special and concerted 
efforts to correct. "230 These age gaps, coupled with cultural differences, 
produced socialization problems that adversely affected the attitudes of 
white school administrators towards the migrant children.231 
Under the best of circumstances, the assimilation of poorly educated 
southern black school children into northern schools would have 
required patience and care from teachers, most of whom were white. 
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IN CHICAGO: A STUDY OF RACE RELATIONS AND A RACE RIOT 239, 256, 258 (1922); Tlt£ Segregation tif 
Negr11 Children at Toms Ri11er, NJ., 25 SCH. & Soc'Y 365 (Mar. 26, 1927). 
229. E. George Payne, Negroes in tk Public Efnnmtary Schools l!ftk JYtnth, 140 ANNAI~'i OF THE AM. 
ACAD. OF POL. & SOC. SCI. 224,231-32 (1928). 
230. C.S.Johnson, The Need orSocial Work in Cities-in the North, 4 {Jan. 30, 1932) (unpublished 
manuscript on file with Charles johnson Papers, Box 1.66, Folder 16, Fisk University Library, Nashville, 
Tenn.). 
231. Mosey, supm note 212, at 64. 
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But many white teachers were neither prepared nor willing to assist 
these black students make the necessary adjustment into their new 
school, and the limited academic preparation of these new arrivals gave 
way to racist stereotypes about the deficiencies of Mrican Americans. 2:~2 
Many white educators openly urged school segregation, notwithstanding 
state anti-segregation laws that prohibited such action. 2:t~ Louis 
Pechstein, Dean of the University of Cincinnati School of Education 
and a prominent northern white educator, wrote in 1929: 
While all would prefer to have democracy in education, this goal has 
not been reached and is not likely to be reached in the northern cities 
studied, since the separation of the races in all walks oflife is operating 
and seems likely to continue .... The ideal separate public school for 
negroes in northern cities will, under a staff of well-trained negro 
teachers, function in providing a closer parent-pupil-teacher relation 
as well as a clearer insight into the treatment of mental deficiency, 
social maladjustments, special disabilities, and irregularities in 
behavior.:m 
Moreover, the Ku Klux Klan experienced a striking resurgence 
throughout much of the North and West during the 1920s, including 
Ohio. The Klan urged both school segregation and a ban on interracial 
marriage. 2:~;·, 
In the face of increasing white insistence on school segregation during 
the first four decades of the twentieth century, the northern black 
community divided over the appropriate response. In the face of the 
harsh treatment of black children in racially mixed schools that had 
begun after the desegregation of the city's schools during the late 
nineteenth century, and the exclusion of black teachers from racially 
232. E. FRANK UN FRAZIER, THE NEGRO IN THE UNITED STATES 440-41 (1949). 
233. In a 1921 sun·cy in Columbus, Ohio, 115 out of 130 schoolteachers reponed that they fitvored 
school segregation. A m<tiority of the teachers slllted that black children were "backward" and impeded 
the progress of white children. M;~ny of these teachers .also believed that black children were inherently 
infclior to white children. When asked :tbout the wisdom of t~tcial mixing, one high school teacher 
remarked that "[t] heir capacities arc not the same, thus the one rcuu'Cis the possible progress of the other." 
Another intermediate schoolteacher commented that "[t]he \'cry make-up of the races ;1re [sic] different, 
and one race is repulsive to the other. Thus the teacher if she be oflhe white race cannot and will not give 
the attention to the negro that he should have." Ralph Garling Harshman, Race Contact in Columbus, 
Ohio 19-20 (1921) (unpublished M.A. Thesis, The Ohio Swte Uni\'crsity) (on file with The Ohio St<tte 
Uni\'crsity Libnnics). 
234. L.A. Pcchstcin, 1k Pmb/em •!/Negro E1lucation in Nm'ihrm and &mler Cities, 30 ELEMENTARY SCH. 
J. 192, 197-98 (1929). 
235. See, e.g., Jauxers Out in the Opm, CLEVELAND GAZETrE, Oct. 3, 1931, itt I; JMD,!Jhm ScJwolFight, 
CJ£VEJ.AND GAZETI'EJunc 20, 1925, at 2; CLEVELAND GAZI~TI'E, Feb. 21, 1925, at2. George McCord, 
superintendent oft he Springfield, Ohio, schools during that city's re-establishment of scgrcgmcd schools 
during the early 1920s, was a Klan member. Ku Iau.\· Iaan Victory!, CLEVELAND GAZETl'Jo:,junc 13, 1925, 
at2. 
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mixed schools, an increasing number of blacks in Cincinnati sought the 
re·establishment of separate black schools. 
Those blacks who favored segregated schools continued to emphasize, 
as they had during the nineteenth century, the importance of their 
children learning under the nurturing care of a black teacher, as 
opposed to what was frequently the indifference or even hostility of a 
white teacher.236 Black sociologist Charles Johnson, though favoring 
school integration, described the negative experiences ofblack children 
in racially mixed classrooms with white teachers: 
Minority children in mixed schools are made to feel "different" or 
"inferior," while there is a corresponding appropriation of superiority 
on the part of the majority. . . . Negro children meet the same 
situation, not alone in being discriminated against by schoolmates, but 
also, as [Horace Mann] Bond states, in the form ofbrutal treatment 
from white teachers who lose no opportunity to browbeat their Negro 
students. Teachers often stir up a student opinion, which lends itself 
to the distortion of the personality ofNegro children.237 
Because few northern school boards allowed a black person to teach a 
white child, separate black schools were the only way to ensure that 
black children would receive instruction from a black teacher. 230 The 
236. W.E.B. Du Bois, Educntitm, 24 THE CRISIS 252 (1922) (noting that black parents often prefer 
segregated schools due to fears of mistreatment); Charles H. Thompson, Court Action the On!;> Reii.Jonahle 
Altmwtiz,e toRemLr!J Immediate Abuses 1!/theNegro Stpnrnte School, 4j. OFNEGROEDUC. 419,427 (1935) (noting 
acceptance of segregation by northern blacks due to concerns of mistreatment in mixed schools); Vincent 
P. Fmnklin, 7k Persistmce qf' School Segregation in the Urban North: An Histmical Perspectil't, 14 J. OF ETHNIC 
STUD. 51, 60 (1974). Elmer Curry a prominent black minister and educator in Ohio in the early twentieth 
century, spoke widely in favor of separate schools as beuet· lemning environmenl~ for black students. 
GERBER, supra note 37, at 393-95; Gail Berry, Wendell Phillips Dabney: Le;1der of the Negro Protest 55 
(1965) (unpublished M.A. thesis, Unh·ersity ofCineinnati) (on file with University ofCineinnati Libmries). 
23 7. Charles S.Johnson, Children in Minority Gruups I 3-14 (Oct. 8, 1941) (unpublished manusctipt 
on file with Charles S.Johnson Papers, Box 158, Folder 29, Fisk Uni\'ersity Library, Nashville, Tcnn). 
238. See W.E.B. Du Bois, 7k Negro and the .i'v"orthm! Public Schoolr, 25 THE CRISIS 205, 205 (M;m;h 
1923) '(noting that many northern blacks favored segregated schools in order to provide employment for 
black teachers); Lawrence D. Reddick, 7k Education '!f.i'\fegroes in SlitteJ· H'here Separate Schoolr are J\'t1t Legal, I 6 
J. OF NEGRO EDUC. 290, 297-98 (1947) (noting that blacks lhvored segregated schools to pro\'ide jobs liw 
black teachers and to a\'oid mistreatment of black children in white schools). 
Not surptisingly, black te:tchers in the North enjoyed their grentestjob prospects in school systems 
with large numb!:t'S ofsegregmcd schools. A 1929 study oflifty northern and border state cities found that 
Gary, Indiana, with lirmly entrenched patterns of school segregation, had the largest number of black 
teachers in proportion to the black population. Pechstein, supra note 234, at 193-94. Cities with <l large 
number of all-black schools, including Cincinnati, Gary, and Indianapolis, hired more black teachct'S than 
did cities where integt~ued 5chools were more common including Boston, Bulf.1lo, and Pittsburgh. For 
example, in 1928, blacks comptised 11.8% of the student population in Cincinnati and 6.5 %of the 
teachers; 8.6% of the student population in Gary, and 12.9 %of the teachers; and 10.9% of the student 
population in Indianapolis, and 12.6 % of the teaehet'S. By comparison, blacks comprised 2 % of the 
student population in Boston, but only 0.1 %of the te;\chers; I. 7 %of the student population in Buffitlo, 
but only .01 %of the teachet'S; 6.2 %of the school population in Pittsburgh, but 0% of the tcachct'S, 
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Cincinnati School Board, for example, barred black teachers from 
teaching white children until the middle of the twentieth century, a 
decision that would have a profound impact on black support for 
separate schools. 2:~!1 
One of the most forceful proponents in Cincinnati of the view that 
black children fared better in racially separate schools under the tutelage 
of black teachers was a black principal,Jennie Porter. For more than a 
quarter century until her death in 1936, Porter promoted segregated 
s<;hools as vital to the development of both the black community and 
black children. 240 In 1928, Porter completed a doctoral thesis at the 
University of Cincinnati School of Education, an important center for 
the study of the effects of segregation on black children during the 1920s 
and 1930s, in which she analyzed the effects of racially mixed schools on 
black children. Porter concluded that because of the severe harassment 
that black children experienced in racially mixed schools, those blacks 
who attended racially segregated schools achieved greater academic 
success, remained in school longer, were more likely to graduate from 
high school, and enjoyed a greater esprit de corps than did those in mixed 
schools. 241 Porter noted, for example, that after enactment of the 1887 
anti-segregation legislation in Ohio, many black students, now assigned 
to racially mixed schools, chose to drop out because of the abuse they 
confronted.242 By way of example, Porter noted that a total of 125 black 
children had graduated from Cincinnati's all-black Gaines high school 
during the ten years prior to its closure in 1890, but that for the next 
twenry years, only ninety-five black children graduated from the city's 
racially mixed high schools, even though the Cincinnati's black 
population increased by seventy-four percent during that twenty-year 
time period. The only explanation for this dramatic decline in black 
graduation rates, argued Porter, was the harsh environment of the 
racially mixed school.243 Porter explained: "Even if by law we force 
colored children into white schools, they will not be educated. They will 
be abused and kept in something worse than ignorance. Even in many 
Porter, supm note 208, at 35-39. 
239. Washington, supra note 143, at 17, 101-03. Moreover, the University of Cincinnati School of 
Educmion stopped oflcring student tea<:hing for blad teadt<:rs during the 1930s because of the city's 
segregated. tca<:hct' pm<:tkcs. Robis<:h, Jli/Jm note 20, at 96. 
240. Porter extolled the bl<tck s<:hool as providing broad bcndits to th<: bla<:kwmmunity: "The new 
school is used as a sociali:...ing agency, not only for the t:hildrcn, but also for the adults of the community. 
Under it.~ guidance and control, come parents and children alike to engage in social recreation, litemry 
pmgmms, dancing, plays, and games." Porter, .rujmt note 208, at 144. 
241. ltl. :tt 19-31. Poner commented: "Even in many of the best northern cities w1orcd children 
while admitted to white schools, recei\'e no inspimtion or cncoumgcmcnt." /d. at 23. 
242. Itf. at 23. 
243. /d. at 24-25, 27. 
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of the best northern cities colored children while admitted to white 
schools, receive no inspiration or encouragement. "2H 
In addition to Porter, several other students and faculty at the 
University of Cincinnati School of Education lauded the advantages of 
school segregation.243 Dean Louis Pechstein argued in 1929 that "the 
aims of education may be best realized by Negroes in separate public 
schools. "246 Pechstein claimed that "greater inspiration, greater racial 
solidarity, superior social activities, greater retention, and greater 
educational achievement are possible for Negroes in separate public 
schools than in mixed schools."247 Despite his enthusiasm for segregated 
schools, Pechstein did concede that segregation "is not altogether 
consistent with the actual law in northern states."2411 
The question whether black children fared better in segregated 
schools was highly controversial in the black community. Howard 
University's Kelly Miller provoked a firestorm of controversy in the 
black community by arguing in an article published in 1922 in the 
Chicago Difender that all-black schools provided certain advantages for 
black children. In particular, Miller claimed that black children in 
segregated schools in border-state cities remained in school longer than 
did black children in racially mixed schools in northern cities and had 
"a keener incentive and zest."24!l In fact, studies conducted during the 
1920s did show that black children in segregated schools tended to have 
244. /d. at 22-23. 
245. The University of Cincinnati School of Education would continue to examine the me tits of 
racially S<:pamte schooling for the next several year:;. In 1930, Mary Robertli Crowley, for her doctoml 
thesis, studied the petformance of black students, half in segregated schools and half in mcially mixed 
schools. Crowley found essentially no statistically sihrnilicant differences in academic achievement between 
the two gt·oups, although she did lind that black students in racially mixed schools performed slightly bcuer 
in spelling and handwriting than did those in segregated schools. Mary R. Cmwley, Cincinnati's E.\Jmimmt 
inNrgmEt/ucation, 1j.OFNEGROEDl.JC. 25,30-33 (1932); MatyR. Crowley, Comparison of the Academic 
Aehiewments of Cincinnati Negroes in Scgre~r.ncd and Mixed Schools (1931) (unpublished Ed.D. 
dissertation, University of Cincinnati) (on file with Unh·crsity of Cincinnati Libraries). Two years later, 
howe,·er, another gmduate student, Inez Prosser, conducted a follow-up assessment of the educational and 
psychological progress of the studcnL~ that Crowley had studied. Prosser concluded that "the personality 
traiL~ of Negro children arc developing more fi1vorably in the environment of the segregated school than 
in the em·ironment of the mixed school." J. St. Clair Price, Cu1Tmt Lilemture on Negm Education, 3 J. OF 
NEGRO Em;c. 269, 270 (1934) (quoting Inez B. Pros.S<:r, Non-Academic Development of Negro Children 
in Mixed and Scgreg.Hcd Schools (1933) (unpublished Ed.D. disserUttion, University of Cincinnati) (on file 
with University of Cincinnati Libmries)). These University of Cincinnati studies were used by school 
officials in many parts of Ohio to justify their retention of segregated schools. MCGINNIS, Jlljmrnote 120, 
at 70. 
246. Pechstcin, Jllfmr note 234, at 198. 
247. !d. . 
248. ld. al 195. 
249. Chandln Owen, Misurkes '!l&l!J Miller: Rejl!J 111 Kel!J Miller 1111 &greg11tion in Etluclltitm, 4 THE 
MESSENGER 422, 422-24 (1922). 
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higher attendance and graduation rates in comparison to black children 
attending integrated schools. 2.-,o 
Robert Bagnall, Director of Branches for the NAACP, disputed 
Miller's findings, noting that schools in northern cities, with an 
abundance of southern migrants with poor educational backgrounds, 
would invariably fare worse in terms of high school graduation and 
attendance figures than would schools in border state cities.231 Bagnall 
also argued that some segregated schools in border state cities had lower 
curricular standards and were located in communities with stronger 
traditions of support for black education. 232 
W.E.B. Du Bois, editor of the NAACP's The Crisis and a strong 
supporter of school integration during the 1920s; took a middle ground 
on the question of whether black children fared better in racially 
separate schools. DuBois lamented the fact that a smaller percentage 
of black children graduated from integrated high schools in northern 
cities than from the segregated high schools in Washington, D.C., and 
the border states:23:l "Washington [D.C.] picks out and sends ten times 
as many Negroes to college as New York does. "234 But Du Bois 
challenged the view that this established the preferability of racially 
separate schools: "[I]s this an argument .for segregation or against 
discrimination, cruelty, cheating and hate on the part of white pupils, 
teachers, and officials? ... The success of some separate Negro schools 
is a crushing indictment of hatred and prejudice and not a demand for 
further segregation. ''2:15 Du Bois would eventually conclude in 1934 that 
the ill treatment of black students in much of the country was so severe 
that racially separate schools were needed. 2:H; 
Those blacks who favored separate schools also emphasized the role 
that black teachers played in providing leadership to the black 
250. A 1929 study of fifty northern and border state cities fimnd that black children had a higher 
attendance and gmduation mte from high school in cities with o nly single-mce schoo ls than in cities with 
both integmted and segregated s~:hools. Pechstcin, sujmt note 234, at 194. Anothcrstudy dul'ing the 1920s 
also found that blat:k students attending segregated high schools in Washington, D.C., Baltimore, and St. 
Louis had higher aucndant:e and g•~•duation mtes than did bla~:k students in integ•~ned high schools in New 
York, Boston, and Philadelphia. Guy Michael Fultz," 'Agitate Then, Bmthcr' ": Educmion in the Black 
Monthly Periodical Press, 1900-1930, at 94, 207 (1987) (unpublished Ph.D . dissertation, H;m·ard 
University) (on lile with Hatvard University Libmt·ics). 
251. Robert Bagnall, H'71y Sepamte SchiJIIls Slwuld be OjJposed, 4 THE Mt:~'isr:,'\iGER 485, 485-86 (1922). 
252. /d.; seegeneml!J Lester G1~mger, Race Relllti~Jn.r tmtl tk ScluHJl ~stem, 3 OPPORTUNITY 357 (No\·. 
1925). 
253. CARI£TON MABEE, BLACK EDUCATION INNEWYORKSTATEFROl\1 COLONIAL TO MODERN 
TIMES 248 (1979); Wallet·, .rujmt note 209, at 148. 
254. W.E.B. DuBois, Segregatim1 in tm]ViJTth, 41 THE CRISIS 115, 116 (Apr. 1934). 
255. W.E.B. Du Bois, Pt~stscript: Peckstein awl Pecksn!/1; 36 THE CRISIS 313; 313 (Sept. 1929). 
256. See, e.g., W.E. Burgha1tDu Bois, Dtlt.ftm.N'egm}o;~edSejmmteSclumls, 4J. NEGROEDUC. 328 (1935); 
DuBois, sujnn note 254, ill 115-17. · · 
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community. Teaching was one of the few fields open to blacks and 
black teachers tended to be among the most educated members of the 
community, enjoyed considerable prestige, and provided direction to 
their communities on an array ofissues.·:m In 1910, over half of all black 
college graduates were school teachers; by 1930, that figure was still 
over forty percent. 2j 3 But because so many northern school boards, as 
in Cincinnati, refused to deploy black teachers in racially mixed 
classrooms, the shift from segregation to integration had cost many black 
teachers their jobs and in the process had undermined an important 
source of black leadership. Black teacher James Hathaway Robinson 
complained that Within three decades of the enactment of Ohio's anti-
segregation law, Cincinnati's old generation of strong black leaders was 
gone. 2j 9 In fact, the number of black teachers in Cincinnati declined by 
over sixty percent between 1886, the year prior to the enactment of 
Ohio's anti-segregation law, and 1908.260 
Finally, many African Americans argued that black schools played an 
important role in the development of the black community in general. 
Cincinnati'sjennie Porter extolled the black school as providing broad 
benefits to the black community: "The new school is used as a 
socializing agency, not only for the children, but also for the adults of 
the community. Under its guidance and control, come parents and 
children alike to engage in social recreation, literary programs, dancing, 
plays, and games."261 The Douglass School in Cincinnati, where Porter 
had taught in the early twentieth century,262 was one such school. Mter 
school hours, the Douglass School offered supervised athletic contests, 
such as basketball and boxing, for neighborhood youths, as well as adult 
education, social clubs, various games, and a community branch of the 
public library.263 Many northern blacks feared that with school 
integration, this function of the black school as a community center 
would be lost. Many whites viewed strong black schools such as the 
Douglass School as a justification for segregation. A white news reporter 
wrote in 1919 that the Douglass School represented "the chance to 
25 7. jacqueline Moore, LEADING THE RAcE: THE TRANSFORl\IATION OF THE BlACK Eun; IN THE 
NATION'S CAPITAL, 1880·1920, at 86-87 (1999). 
258. Fultz, sujmt note 250, at 269. 
259. Andrea Tuttle Kornbluh,Jame.r Hatlu/II)t!Y RobiTISon and lk OrigiTIS l!f'Pr'!flssional S11cial H'i•rk in lk 
Black C11mmuni{Y, in RACE AND THE CrrY: WORK, COMMUNI'IY, ANO PROTEST IN CINCINNATI, 1820· 
1970, at209 (Henry Louis Taylor,Jr. ed., 1993). 
260. Kessen, sujmt note 14, <ll 146. The eflects were more dmmatic in other Ohio cities. Following 
enactment of anti-scgn.:gation legislation, e\'ery black teacher in Splingfield had been fired. MEIER & 
RUDWICK, supra note 189, at 291-92. 
261. Porter, sujJm note 208, at 144. 
262. Kessen, supra note 14, at 145. 
263. Kornbluh, sujml note 259, at 212-13,215. 
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teach the world the supreme truth that democracy means, not the 
wiping out of racial personality, but rather the cherishing of racial 
difference and the ennobling of diverse stocks for the enrichment of us 
all."2li4 
Under the leadership of Porter, many blacks in Cincinnati petitioned 
local school authorities for segregated schools on two occasions during 
the first two decades of the century.26:) During the early twentieth 
century, over 2,000 blacks petitioned the Cincinnati School Board to 
build a new building for the Douglass School, which was the last 
remaining separate black school from the nineteenth century. The 
school board agreed, and in 1909, began construction of a new Douglass 
School.266 
In the fall of 1912, a group ofblacks organized a private kindergarten 
for black children in an old Cincinnati school building that soon 
attracted 125 students. In the spring of 1913, black educators 
discovered 14 7 black children in the city between the ages of eight and 
fourteen who were not attending any school; as a result, they opened a 
summer school at the kindergarten building for these students. 21;7 
Impressed by this demand for separate black education, many blacks 
petitioned local school authorities for the establishment of another 
publicly supported black school in addition to Douglass. Jennie Porter 
supported the establishment of a second "colored school" on the 
grounds that children attending such a school would be removed from 
"all feeling of discrimination and race prejudice. "2611 The school board 
responded favorably to this request, initially by establishing separate 
classes for black children with black teachers in racially mixed schools. 21;9 
These arrangements, however, were supposed to be voluntary for those 
black children who preferred them. 270 
But other blacks in Cincinnati, under the leadership of Wendell 
Dabney, editor of the local black newspaper, The Union, vigorously 
opposed the spread of school segregation in Cincinnati. Dabney 
recognized that whites were all too eager to establish segregated schools: 
264. R.H. L:avcll, What Dt~ts tk ]{egm Wtmt! 71te Atuwe~·t!/tk D11ugltm &lrtml, THE OUTLOOK 604, 
606 (1919). 
265. Washington, J'Upm note 143, at 57-58, 86; Kt~rnbluh, .I'UjJrtl note 259, at212-13; see A Senrwn For 
All t!/Our Petljlk, CLEVElAND GAZETrE, May I, 1927, at I. 
266. Washington, sujmt note 143, at 58. The pre~ident of the Cincinnati School Board announced 
upon l<1ying the cornel"stoneofthe new Douglass school: "There arc many reasons why a school exclusively 
for the education of colored youth should be maintained .... I bclien: it would be advisable to maintain 
more of these schools." The Negro in Cincinnati Public Schools, J"UjJTII note 168, at6. 
267. Porter, J"UjJm note 208, at 132. 
268. ld. at 133. 
269. It/. at 133-34. 
270. It/. at 134. 
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The whites generally favor separate schools. Regarding Negroes as 
being inferior, they deplore any association with them, except upon 
the basis of master and man, employer and servant. They are wise 
enough to realize that the doctrines of subserviency can not be 
enforced if white children are schooled with the colored, since school 
association and competition breed a spirit of equality .... 271 
Dabney, who founded a local NAACP branch in 1915 to fight school 
segregation, repeatedly locked horns with Porter, over the segregation 
issue.272 When the Cincinnati School Board announced plans to 
establish a new separate black school, the Harriet Beecher Stowe 
School, in response to the request of Porter and other Cincinnati blacks, 
the local branch of the NAACP under Dabney's leadership announced 
its opposition and threatened litigation if the board proceeded with its 
plans. Both the NAACP and Porter presented the school board with 
counter-petitions on the segregation issue in December 1919. Porter 
presented the school board with a petition with over 6,000 signatures 
endorsing the new school, while the NAACP, inspired by a visit from 
Walter White, executive secretary of the NAACP, gathered over 11,000 
signatures on a counter-petition expressing opposition.27:1 The school 
board ultimately sided with Porter, establishing the Harriet Beecher 
Stowe School for black children. 274 In response to complaints that 
establishment of the Stowe School violated the Ohio prohibition on 
school segregation, the Board adopted a resolution that the school 
would "not be known distinctly as a school for Negroes" even though 
the Stowe School would be designated on official documents as a 
"colored" school and only black children would attend the Stowe 
School until its closure in 1961.275 
During the 1920s, white insistence on school segregation increased. 
For example, in 1924, two local labor groups petitioned the Cincinnati 
school authorities to take action to reduce racial mixing in the schools, 
either through the establishment of additional separate schools or the 
use of segregated seating within racially mixed classrooms. Shortly 
thereafter, the school board established another separate black school 
as a satellite of the Stowe School. In 1927, a racially mixed school was 
271. DABNEY, suj1m note 154, at 149. 
272. Washington, sujmt note 143, at 83; Berry, sujmt note 236, at 56. 
273. The Negro in Cincinnati Public Schools, supra note 168, at5. 
274. Washington, sujmt note 143, at86. A~ with the Doughlss school, naming this new scpamtc black 
school alier the nineteenth-century author also bore a certain irony. Stowe, during her lifetime, taught 
black and white children together in her small school. Montgomery, sujm1note 32, at 99-100. 
27 5. Momgomcry, sujlm note 32, at I 06, 112; The Negro in Cincinnati's Public Schools, sujmtnotc 
168, at6. 
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converted to another separate black school; the white children were 
transferred to nearby schools. 276 Additional classrooms were established 
at the Stowe School to accommodate more black children.277 During 
the 1930s, blacks petitioned for the conversion of other racially mixed 
schools to all-black status so as to procure positions for black teachers. 
Indeed, the board's insistence that no black teacher could teach a white 
child continued to play an important role in the establishment and 
retention of additional separate "colored schools. "273 On some 
occasions, whites joined black petition efforts in order to preserve the 
racial integrity of their schools.279 
Moreover, by the mid-1920s, the Cincinnati School Board developed 
a disciplinary policy pursuant to which black children in racially mixed 
schools who misbehaved were transferred to one of the separate black 
schools. On one such occasion, the child's parent refused to consent 
and was threatened with incarceration. Eventually, a juvenile court 
judge heard the matter, ruling that school authorities had the right to 
transfer the black child to any school in the city, including one of the 
separate "colored schools." Finally, the school superintendent 
compromised, reassigning the black child to a different racially mixed 
school. But the school board continued to use this transfer policy to 
discipline misbehaving black children.2110 
Dabney blamed Cincinnati's black community for their complicity in 
the establishment of the separate black schools during the 191 Os and 
1920s: "Separate schools could neither be established nor maintained 
under law, were it not for the solicitation of many colored people who, 
through selfishness, ignorance or cowardice, submit to such conditions 
as the easiest method of getting colored teachers appointed. "2111 Dabney 
criticized many in Cincinnati's black community for not having "the 
276. Mont!,'lJmcty, .wjmr note 32, at 112·13, 115. 
277. It!. at 115. 
278. /d. at 128. 
279. lrl. at 130. For example, in 1934, a g.uup of whites petitioned the Cincinnati School Board lo 
exclude black children lium the Oyler School. They argued that it "is not wise to allow children who arc 
approaching puberty to mingle with children ofanothcr mcc during thatuyingpcriod of adolescence," and 
that the presence of black children "is harmful to the momlc of our white boys and girls." The Negro in 
Cincinnati Public Schools, mjmr note 168, at 7. The local bt~mch oft he NAACP n:plicd: "more and more 
we sec c\'idcncc of a tendency to employ pmcliees ofdisnimination and segregation in which the colored 
student is made to sufl\:r humiliation in order to placate those who ha\'c strong mcc pr"judicc." /d. at 8. 
280. Molllj,'Oillcty, mjmr note 32, at 125-26. 
281. Di\ll;I;EY, .!Vjim note 154, at 149. Ofjennic Porter, Dabney wmtc: 
MOST WHITE PEOPLE WERE MADE TO ORDER FOR A WOMAN UKE MISS 
PORTER. When she !,'Cts thru her line of wlk, tdls of her wmk and s;Kri!icc for the 
sull\:ring liule colored children who arc victims of such awful discrimination in the mixed 
schools, it's all m·cr but the shouting. 
Montgomery, mJmr note 32, at 123 (quoting THE UNION, Dec. 10, 1920). 
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courage to fight for the rights of installing their teachers in mixed 
schools as was the case in dozens of other cities. "232 In similar fashion, 
Harry Smith, a strong integrationist and publisher of the widely-read 
black newspaper, the Cleveland Gazette, attacked Cincinnati's black 
community, particularly the newly arrived southern migrants, for 
petitioning the Cincinnati School Board for segregated schools: "What 
a pity they cannot be shipped back South where they belong and which 
they never should have left .... For a 'Negro' teacher they would trade 
vitally essential rights and privileges of all our people of Cincinnati. "283 
In time, the conflict between Porter and the integrationist NAACP 
grew so severe that she forbade her teachers from joining the 
organization.28-t. Ultimately, in 1931, the NAACP reached an 
accommodation with Porter pursuant to which the organization did not 
attack school segregation direcdy but instead sought to secure 
employment for black teachers in racially mixed schools. 283 
The Stowe School and its satellite campuses proved enormously 
popular in the Cincinnati black community.236 By 1927, 3,020 black 
students attended the Stowe School or one of the city's other black 
schools; 113 black teachers provided instruction. 237 By 1938, about 
4,000 ofCincinnati's 11,500 black pupils were attending one of the city's 
separate black public schools. 2311 Although black children were not 
required to attend these separate schools, white resistance to their 
attendance at many of the city's racially mixed schools and the school 
board's refusal to allow blacks to teach whites contributed to their desire 
to separate. 
Those black children who remained in racially mixed schools 
confronted various forms of racial discrimination. In some racially 
mixed Cincinnati schools, black students were prohibited from using 
school swimming pools except at the end of the week before the pool 
was drained, or from competing with white children in games on the 
school playground, or from participating in any extracurricular activities 
such as glee clubs, French clubs, and honor societies. 239 In 1950, the 
282. /d. at liS (quoting CIJ':VEIAND GAZETI"I~, May 21, 1927, at I ). 
283. CLEVElAND GAZETrE, May 18, 1935, at 2. 
284. Washington, supm note 143, at 94. 
285. /r/. at 20-21 , 97-98. In 1934, for example, the NAACP protested the exdusion of blacks from 
the school board's teacher U~tining programs. The protest r:tilcd, as the school board candidly noted that 
black teachers in Cincinnati would be assigned only to black schools and those schools did not require 
additional teachers at that time. ld. at 98. 
286. Porter, supm note 208, at 145. 
287 . !d. at 138. Moreo,·cr, in 1926, the Catholic Church in Cincinnati opened a segrq,r.Hed 
parochial school for black children. It!. at 139. 
288. Douglas E. Scates, Cincinnati Colored Tettchm Seta Standard, 7 J. NEGRO EDUC. 144, 144 (1938). 
289. Porter, sufmt note 208, at 125-26, 156; Montgomcty, sufmt note 32, at127. In 1936, the local 
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Cincinnati School Board finally resolved the discriminatory use of 
swimming pools by removing swimming as a required part of physical 
education, making it vol~ntary instead.290 
V. SCHOOL DESEGREGATION IN CINCINNATI DURING THE 
DECADE PRIOR TO BROWN 
During the 1940s, black support for school desegregation increased 
in Cincinnati, reflected in increased demands for an end to the exclusion 
of black teachers from racially mixed schools as well as an end to 
separate black schools. The NAACP played an important role in this 
shift in the Cincinnati black community. 
During the early 1940s, the national office of the NAACP joined the 
Ohio school desegregation fight. Although most of the national legal 
staffs energies had theretofore been devoted to southern school 
segregation, Thurgood Marshall explained that "it is just as important 
to fight the segregated school system in the North and West as it is to 
. fight for equal schools in the South."291 In some parts of Ohio, blacks 
continued to support school segregation; in Dayton, for example, even 
the local NAACP branch refused to support desegregation efforts.292 
Dismayed at the lack of black support for school desegregation in 
parts of Ohio, Marshall convened a meeting in 1946 in Columbus to 
assess the situation. At this meeting, Marshall secured the agreement of 
various branches of the NAACP in Ohio to engage in a fundraising 
campaign to support a legal effort against segregated schools and a 
public relations campaign to increase black support for the effort. 293 
The national office of the NAACP prepared a manual for local branches 
bmnch of the NAACP protested the existence of segregated swimming classes at the Walnut Hills High 
School. Th~: Nq:ro in Cincinn;lli Public Schools, .rujmt note 168, at 9. 
290. Montgomcl)', .tujmt note 32, at 127, 136. 
291. Mcmtmmdum to Members of the National Legal Committ~:c from Thurgood Marshall Guly 
17. 1940) (on file with NAACP Papers, Box I-D-99, Libm•)' ofCongr~:ss, Washington, D.C.). 
292. Mcmomndum li·om Thurgood Marshall 10 Walter White (Nov. 6, 1945) (on file with NAACP 
Papers, Box II-B-146, Libml)' ofCongrcss, Washington, D.C.). Marshall complained that 
/d. 
the biggest problem in Dayton is not a legal problem but is a problem of educating the 
Negro community to be in a fmmc nf mind to light segregated schools. The m;~jority of 
Negroes in Dayton arc in l:tvor of segregated schools and if this were not so, it would have 
been impossible to ~:stablish them. 
293. Press Rdeasc, War on School jim Crow Mapped by Ohio NAACP,Jan. 17, 1946 (on lile with 
NAACP Papns, Box II-B-146, Libl~try of Congress, Washington, D.C.); Letter from Marian Will iams to 
Roy Wilkins,Jan. 18, 1946, (on file with NAACP Papers, Box II·B-146, Libraty of Congress, Washington, 
D.C.); AI Dunmore, Okiectiz~t~!JI fimr.t· , PI'ITSIIURGH COURIER, Jan. 5, 1946; Letter fmm Miley 0 . 
Williamson Gunc 7, 1945) (on lile with NAACP Papers, Box II-B-146, Lib1~11Y of Congress, Washington, 
D.C.). 
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in Ohio outlining methods of challenging school segregation29-l and 
dispatched attorney Robert Carter from the national office to build 
support among Ohio blacks for the desegregation campaign. Although 
Carter failed in his efforts to launch an extensive litigation campaign in 
Ohio/9 j the attention of the NAACP to the school segregation issue in 
Ohio during the 1940s helped build support for desegregation in the 
Ohio black community. 
For example, the Cincinnati black community, under the leadership 
of attorney Theodore Berry, began to insist during the 1940s on the 
elimination of separate black schools and an end to the exclusion of 
black teachers from racially mixed schools. These integrationist efforts 
were aided by the fact thatjennie Porter, whose pro-segregation views 
had been so influential in Cincinnati, had died in 1936. Recognizing 
the importance of teacher integration to pupil integration, a group of 
blacks petitioned the Cincinnati School Board in 1942 for an end to the 
exclusion of black teachers from racially mixed schools. These blacks 
appropriated the rhetoric of democracy that filled the air during the 
early 1940s as America waged war against German and Japanese 
aggressiOn: 
Negroes feel that in a real democracy there should be no separation 
or discrimination of any kind ... in the placing of teacher personnel. 
If this were a true democracy in every sense of the word, Negro 
teachers would be found in all of the schools and no discrimination 
would be found in any school.296 
In response, the school board did assign a few black teachers to the 
racially mixed Twelfth District school in 1943, but then transferred the 
school's few white pupils to another school, rendering the Twelfth 
District yet another all-black school.297 Black teachers would finally 
begin to teach in a racially mixed school in Cincinnati in 1948 when, in 
294. Bmnch Action to Eliminate Segreg:ned Schools (undated) (on lite with NMCP Papers, Box 11-
B-137, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.). , 
295. Carter arri\·ed in Ohio with an ambitious agenda. He proposed filing "as many cases 
simulwneously within the stllle attacking scgrcg:nion in the school system as possible" to "show that we arc 
determined to fight segregation throughout tht• St:tte." Letter from Robert Carter to]. Maynard Dickerson 
(May 14, 1946) (on file with NMCP Papers, Box II-B-146, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.); 
MemOI~tndum from Robc1t Carter (undated) (on file with NMCP Papers, Box 11-B-146, Lib1~11y of 
Congress, Washington, D.C.). Mm.:h of the Ohio black lcg.1l community, howc\·er, with a notable 
exception of Cincinnati's Theodore Berry, did not share Carter's enthusiasm for a sweeping litig:ttion 
campaign. Carter expressed frustmtion with the lack of support among so many blacks in Ohio for 
dcsegreg:ttion and the "fear on the part of [Ohio] lawyers" to file descgrcgmion lawsuiL~. Letter from 
Robert Carter to George johnson (Sept. 14, 1946) (on file with NMCP Papers, Box 11-B-146, Library of 
Congress, \'\fashington, D.C.). 
296. Montgomery, supra note 32, at 132. 
297. /d. 
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response to a request from the NAACP, a few black teachers were 
assigned to teach at the Dyer school, which was over ninety percent 
black. 293 During the early 1950s, a few other schools in Cincinnati used 
black teachers in racially mixed settings, but generally in schools with 
large numbers of black children.299 Moreover, in 1953, the Cincinnati 
School Board began using white teachers at the city's separate black 
schools for the first time.:~oo At the same time, the school board 
eliminated its separate eligibility lists for black teachers, merging the 
black and white eligibility lists.301 But as of 1961, no black teacher had 
ever been assigned to teach in an all-white school. 302 
Even as the Cincinnati School Board began to break down the racial 
barriers in the teaching corps in the late 1940s, it retained the city's 
separate "colored schools." During the mid-1940s, the Cincinnati 
School Board recommended the construction of additional black 
schools; moreover, a 1945 report by the Bureau of Research of Ohio 
State University formally recommended retention of the city's separate 
black schools. 303 
The Cincinnati School Board retained its separate black schools until 
the eve of the Brown decision.304 In 1953, the school board finally began 
to include the city's separate black schools in the overall geographic 
attendance plan.30:·, Two years later, the Douglass school, the oldest of 
the separate black schools, was merged into the regular district school 
system and ceased operation as a "separate colored school."306 But the 
school board continued its policy of allowing white students assigned to 
schools with large numbers of black students and black teachers to 
298. Washington, supm note 143, at 17; Montgomery, .rupm note 32, at 133-34. 
299. Montgomery, sujml note 32, at 134-35. 
300. Robisch, .rupm note 20, at 102. 
30 I. !d. at 103. 
302. !d. at 103-04. 
303. Montgomery, Jlljml note 32, at 138. In 1952, for example, the Springmeycr School District in 
Cincinnati rcfu~ed to admit tlm:c black children who lived in the district to the local white schools and e\·cn 
rejected the local NAACP's appeal for monies to provide transportation for them to another school. A~ 
a result, these black children missed a year of school. Nina Mjagk!j, Behind the SctntS: Tlu Cincinnati Urban 
League, in RACE AND THE CITY: WORK, COM~IUNIT\', AND PRO'H~<;T IN CINCINNATI, 1820-1970, at 282 
(Henry Louis Taylor,Jr. ed., 1993); TRormR, sujml note 215, at 157. 
304. By the early 1950s, onicially sanctioned segregation continued in Chagrin Falls, Cincinnati, 
Columbus, Dayton, Hamilton, Hillsboro, Middletown, and Oxford. Press Release, War on Schooljim 
Crow Mapped by Ohio NAACP Gan. 17, 1946) (on file with NAACP Papers, Box II-B-146, Library of 
Congn:ss, Washington, D .C.); Letter fi·orn Marian Williams to Roy Wilkins Gan. 18, 1946) (on lile with 
NAACP Papers, Box 11-B-146, Libr;uy of Congress, Washington, D.C.); Penick v. Columbus Bd. ofEduc., 
663 F.2d 24,28 (6th Cir. 1981); Brinkman v. Gilligan, 583 F.2d 243,249 (6th Cir. 1978). 
305. Washington, supm note 143, at 21. 
306. Last t!l'Co!tlrl..ine' Bmken in City Sclwols, CINCINNATI TIMES-STAR, Apr) 8, 1955, at I; Robisch, 
Jlljlm note 20, at 105. 
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transfer to another school. Such a policy contributed to racial isolation 
in the city's schools.:io7 
Moreover, when the Cincinnati School Board finally converted all of 
the "separate colored schools" to district schools, residential segregation 
was such that strict adherence to neighborhood schools resulted in 
racially separate schools. :ion Prior to the incorporation of the separate 
black schools into the city's school assignment plan, school authorities 
had followed a loose geographic attendance plan with many exceptions, 
including the separate black schools, vocational schools, and special high 
schools such as Walnut Hills, which drew students from throughout the 
city. But after the merger of the separate black schools into the overall 
assignment plan, the school board began to adhere to the geographic 
attendance zones with a great deal of precision. 309 In a city with 
considerable residential segregation; such adherence ensured that many 
of the city's schools remained all .. black or all-white. Moreover, the use 
of racially restrictive covenants in Cincinnati even after the Supreme 
Court declared the enforcement of such covenants unconstitutional in 
1948310 would contribute to the continuation of residential segrega-
tion.311 
At the same time, the Cincinnati School Board used racially gerry-
mandered school district lines both before and after the Brown decision 
to retain the racial integrity of many of the city's schools.312 For 
example, a 1955 report favoring a certain configuration of district lines 
for a traditionally white school to exclude a black neighborhood 
candidly noted that: 
The two major objections to the Mt. Washingtonjunior High School 
plan could be easily resolved by the elimination of the black Lincoln 
School district from the area to be served. The original 650 capacity 
figure would then be adequate. . . . At the same time, practically all qf 
the negro pupils would be eliminated.313 
Similarly, in 1956, Cincinnati's school authorities bused black children 
away from an overcrowded black school to a more distant black school, 
skipping other racially mixed schools closer at hand.314 
307. Montgomery, supra note 32, at 141-42. 
308. Washington, supm note 143, at 17. 
309. Robert Manley, The Ntighborlwod ScluH1l: A Legtll Per.fjleciU't, 38 CINCINNATI HIST. SOC'Y BULL. 
137, 137-38 (1980). 
310. Shelley v. Kmcmer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). 
311. Set sujJm note 222. 
312. Robisch, supra note 20, at 91; Montgomery, :;upm note 32, at 142-43. 
313. Montgomery, supra note 32, at 144 (emphasis added). 
314. Id. at 146. 
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In 1955, one year after the Supreme Court's Brown decision, the Ohio 
State Board of Education finally stopped requesting that local school 
boards report the number ofblack children attending "separate schools 
for colored children.":~n Not surprisingly, in many Ohio communities, 
serious desegregation efforts did not take place in Ohio until after the 
Brown decision; indeed, more school desegregation litigation was filed 
in Ohio during the post-Brown era than in any other northern state. 
Finally, in 1956, Ohio enacted legislation that gave authority to the 
State Board of Education to withhold state funds from those school 
districts that continued to operate segregated schools.3 H' 
CONCLUSION 
School segregation has not simply been a southern phenomenon. 
Blacks in Cincinnati have struggled since the early nineteenth century 
for inclusion in the city's public school system on a non-discriminatory 
basis, having first been excluded from the public schools altogether and 
then segregated into racially separate schools. Although anti-
segregation legislation and litigation to enforce that legislation did on 
occasion operate to benefit those blacks seeking school integration, legal 
provisions were not enough to ensure a racially integrated school system 
in Cincinnati. Persistent white insistence on racial separation in the 
public schools, coupled with black support for segregation in order to 
shield black children from white hostility, combined to keep many of 
Cincinnati's black children in racially separate schools until the middle 
of the twentieth century. Although NAACP efforts helped end most-
but not all-explicit school segregation in Cincinnati by the eve of the 
1954 Brown decision, patterns of racial isolation in the public schools 
have continued in the city due to the presence of extensive residential 
segregation. 
315. Penick, .. Columbus Bd. of Educ., 663 F.2d 24, 28 (6th Cir. 1981). 
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